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REFERENCES

SYNOPSIS
Core melting during severe accident scenario in a nuclear reactor is one of the major concerns.
Corium, consisting of molten fuel and structural material, is highly radioactive, chemically
reactive and has temperature around 2800°C. If the corium is not cooled down within stipulated

depending on types of reactors) and then interact with the reactor pit concrete to breach into
the ground, and may lead to severe environmental contamination. To mitigate such a scenario,
core catchers are envisaged in new reactors and existing plants are being retrofitted for cooling
of molten corium and its stabilization for prolonged period. The issue still remains is the
efficacy of core catchers to cool the molten corium and terminate the accident progression.
This is because the molten corium is highly aggressive material and thus, the cooling of the
high temperature corium is one of the biggest challenges. This study focuses the coolability of
molten corium in the core catchers for dry and wet conditions.
CASE I: DRY CONDITIONS IN THE CORE CATCHER
In this case, the molten corium relocates into the core catcher and forms the melt pool.
Literature suggests that injecting water from bottom directly into this melt pool is the most
effective techniques for cooling the melt among various strategies. Considering this, the
Advanced Heavy Water Reactor (AHWR) in India has conceptualized a core catcher in its
design adopting the bottom flooding cooling technique.
However, a literature review suggests that there are various unresolved issues, mentioned
below, which are important to design a core catcher. The main objective of my thesis is to
resolve them. To address each issue, dedicated experiments have been performed and results
have been analysed. It is difficult to perform the experiments using prototypic melts due to
unavailability of prototypic material, radioactivity issues and of course the cost involved in

melting. In an actual scenario, when corium interacts with sacrificial concrete, it behaves as
amorphous glass due to presence of metal oxides and silicates. Thus, oxides (glassy materials)
having thermal diffusivity (transient heat transfer behavior is strongly dependent on thermal
diffusivity) closer to that of corium, have been considered for the present experiments, which
are also used by other researchers in the past.
Unresolved Issue 1: Influence of decay heat on melt coolability, debris formation and
porosity under bottom flooding
During severe accident in a nuclear reactor, the molten corium produces decay heat. Previous
studies have never attempted to understand the influence of decay heat on melt coolability,
debris formation and porosity under bottom flooding. To understand the above effects,
experiments were conducted in an engineering scale test facility as shown in figure 1. The test
section consists of a 300 mm diameter carbon steel pipe with 600 mm height.
The capacity of melt pool in the test section is
about 25 litres corresponding to melt height of 500
mm.
The upper part of the test section has the capacity
to contain a water pool up to 700 mm height and
the steam outlet. At the bottom, a plate having six
nozzles of 12 mm diameter was placed. Water was
fed through an overhead tank under gravity flow.
Total 27 K-type thermocouples were placed in 9

Figure 1: Schematic of test facility for melt
coolability under bottom flooding with decay
heat simulation

axial and 3 radial positions in the melt pool.
In addition, inlet water temperature and temperature of outgoing steam were also measured by
thermocouples in the upper part of test section. The water inlet and steam outlet flow was

measured using differential pressure transmitter (DPT). Pressure gauge and transducer were
used to monitor water inlet head and the pressure profile inside the test section, respectively.
All these signals were recorded by a 48 channel multivariable recorder. The lower part of the
test section was also surrounded by ten radiative heaters to impart decay heat. This was then
insulated using ceramic wool so that the heat is imparted uniformly and concentrically into the
melt.
Two experiments were performed in this facility, one with decay heat equivalent to 0.5 MW/m3
and other without decay heat. These experiments resulted in following insights.
Propagation of quench-front was found to be similar in both the cases, as shown in figure
2. This is because, once the water is injected into the melt, it forms steam which pressurises
the melt pool from bottom. If steam pressure exceeds the strength of the crust and the static
head of the melt pool, steam erupts through the melt and converts the entire melt into
debris. Thus, the influence of decay heat on melt coolability is insignificant.
WITHOUT DECAY HEAT
t=0s: melt pool ready for water insertion
t=33s: water inserted from the bottom
t=36s and t=48s: melt front progression and quenching
t=62s: melt eruption and debris coolability due to formation
of openings and porosity creation
t=651s: almost entire melt was cooled

WITH DECAY HEAT
t=0s: melt pool in molten state ready for water insertion
t=243s: water inserted from the bottom
t=253s: melt eruption at half radius indicated by quenching
t=263s and t=283s: progression of cooling of debris
porosity formed within the melt
t=1993s: almost entire melt was cooled
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Figure 2: Quench-front propagation during water injection into melt from bottom with and without decay
heat

Due to debris formation there is an increase in interfacial area for better heat transfer. Also,
due to eruption, water ingresses into the melt pool from bottom taking away the heat from

the molten debris by boiling. So during melt eruption, the rate of heat removal due to this
process is inherently higher than the decay heat imparted. It can thus be concluded that the
quenching characteristics of melt coolability under bottom flooding does not depend on
decay heat, although coolability of debris take a bit longer duration as compared to stored
heat scenarios.
In both the cases, porous debris was found to consist of particles sizing from 0.5 mm

were also obtained which shows the high shear between steam and melt. The measured
average porosity was 51% without decay heat and 67% with decay heat in the experiment.
Radial variation in the measured porosity was observed.
The average quenching time was 93s without decay heat and 96s with decay heat
experiment, which is of similar order.
Unresolved Issue 2: Scaling effects

melt volume

There are international concerns with regard to scaling of melt volume on quenching; that
means by conducting a small scale experiments, can the data be extrapolated to large scale
ones. To understand this aspect, experiments were performed in two different set-ups using the
same melt and having the same melt height but different diameters. In one case, the melt was
25 litres and in other it was 3 litres. The test sections of diameter 300 and 130 mm and height
of 500 mm were used to perform these experiments. The measured average quenching times
and average porosities were compared for these experiments.
Results show that melt erupted in both scales of experiments almost at the same time and
once melt erupted, it converted the melt into porous debris and hence they got cooled.
The average porosities measured in both the experiments were found to be nearly 51%.
Debris in both the experiments were found to consist of very fine particles, numerous

ging from a few mm to 50 mm, as shown in
figure 3.

Debris of small scale experiment

Debris of large scale experiment

Figure 3: Debris of small scale versus large scale sodium borosilicate glass experiments

The ratio of the mass flow rates of large scale (Q1) over small scale (Q2) experiments was
. Quenching time was 93 s for large scale and 61 s for small scale experiments,
which is nearly of similar order as that of injected flow rates.
Hence, it can be concluded that the results of the experiments with small scale experiments
can be extrapolated to the experiment with large amount of melt.
Unresolved Issue 3: Scaling effects

melt compositions

To understand the influence of melt composition on coolability under bottom flooding,
experiments were performed using two different melts, one with sodium borosilicate glass and
other with CaO-B2O3. Both the materials are glassy and have similar thermal diffusivity. In the
experiments, the amount of melt, height of the melt pool and the flooding conditions were kept
the same.
The quench-front propagation of two different melt simulants has shown that CaO-B2O3
took a bit longer steam build-up time before eruption compared to sodium borosilicate
glass. This is attributed to the higher strength of CaO-B2O3 compared to that of glass. Once
erupted, the melt gets cooled due to debris formation.

Debris formed in both the cases consisted of finer particles and porous chunks. The glass
debris were more uniform compared to highly rough surfaced debris of CaO-B2O3. The
measured average porosity was 51% and 50% in glass and CaO-B2O3, respectively.
The average quenching time was 122s for CaO-B2O3 which is higher compared to 61s in
sodium borosilicate glass.
Unresolved Issue 4: Influence of nozzle diameter and injection pressure on coolability of
the molten pool.
Set of six experiments were performed with nozzle diameter 8, 12 and 18 mm and two different
injection pressure (0.35 and 0.75 bar) to study the above effects.
The quench-front analysis indicates that it took longer time for melt to erupt in case of 8
mm nozzle diameter, which may be attributed to the lower inlet flow rates due to smaller
opening area. The eruption occurred earliest in the case with 12 mm diameter. However,
the difference in the time of eruption, in case with 12 mm and 18 mm diameters, is
insignificant and the possible reason for the same could be that the mass flow rate at the
18 mm nozzle opening was higher, compared to 12 mm nozzle, due to larger cross section.
Thus, the build-up time required to convert excess available water into steam, was a bit
higher for 18 mm nozzle resulting in higher quenching time.
The quench-front analysis to understand the effect of inlet water pressure on melt
coolability under bottom flooding indicates that the steam build-up time required for the
low inlet pressure was higher compared that to higher inlet pressure case. Due to this, melt
erupted a bit late in low inlet pressure case resulting in higher melt quenching time. Once
erupted, it took nearly the same time to cool the melt.
Debris morphology was almost the same in all the cases.

The average quenching times observed for the 8 mm, 12 mm and 18 mm were 116s, 77s
and 81s respectively; and the same for 0.35 bar and 0.75 bar inlet pressures were 122s and
77s respectively.
Unresolved Issue 5: Modelling the phenomenology of melt coolability under bottom
flooding and understanding the melt eruption, porosity formation and its variation
and cooling behaviour
It appears from the experiments that steam build-up below the melt is primarily responsible for
melt eruption which forms an inverted cone of porous debris as observed in experiments. It
was also observed that the porosity within this cone varies radially. On the basis of these
findings, a model has been developed from first principle to understand the phenomenology of
the melt coolability under bottom flooding. In the model, the average particle size has been
used from the experimental measurements as it is very difficult to model debris formation with
a distribution of particle sizes. Also, empirical correlation developed for the radial variation in
porosity has been plugged into the model. The basic postulates of this model are as follows,
and depicted pictorially in figure 4.
When water is flooded into the melt through nozzles it interacts with water and cools
down while forming a thin crust (figure 4 (a)).
This crust starts growing further upon addition of water (figure 4 (b)).
Due to heat transfer, steam forms and exerts pressure on crust.
The crust is now subjected to stresses
Steam pressure on one side
Hydrostatic head of the melt pool on the other side

Thermal stresses generated due to temperature gradient across the thickness
When the total stresses exceed fracture
stress, numerous fine cracks occurs on
the crust surface due to brittle nature of
the material, which acts as the eruption
locations (figure 4(c)).
The principal conical eruption occurs
along

with

numerous

secondary

eruptions. This inverted cone shaped

Figure 4: Pictorial depiction of the model
postulations

figure 4 (d)).
These eruptions convert melt into debris due to intense shear between up-flowing steam
and the melt. The porosity in zone is enhanced and varies spatially.
Due to high porosity and boiling heat transfer between the melt and the cooling fluids
in this eruption cone, the melt coolability is greatly enhanced.
Based on the above postulates, a mathematical model has been developed which considers the
heat transfer in the melt pool, steam formation at the bottom of the melt pool, crust formation
at the bottom of the melt pool and its fracture. The melt eruption phenomenology is solved by
using Bursik and Barsotti models. The porosity formation and its radial variation are modeled
using experimentally developed empirical correlation. The interfacial area density is modeled
from the experimentally obtained particle sizes and boiling heat transfer from debris to coolant
is modeled using Rohsenow model. The governing equations were discretized using finite
difference method and solved implicitly using Gauss-Siedel iterative.
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Figure 5: Experimental measurements versus model predictions for melt coolability under bottom
flooding with decay heat

Results of the model predictions with experimental measurements are shown in figure 5. The
model is able to capture the coolability behaviour of the melt pool with decay heat quite
accurately.
Case II: WET CONDITIONS IN THE CORE CATCHER
If water is already present in the core catcher prior to the melt arrival, it may result into strong
fuel coolant interaction (FCI) which may cause a potential steam explosion
In the literature, several experiments have been performed with simulants as well as with
prototypic materials to evaluate the resulting pressure rise due to FCI and melt fragmentation
behavior. In all these studies, tests have been performed using simulant melts from a few grams
to nearly 100 kg which were poured into varying amount of water to study this behaviour. In
some cases, steam explosion occurred while in others it did not. However, all these studies are
unable to explain the condition for steam explosion. Recently, Moriyama suggested that steam
explosion occurs only when the particles formed due to FCI are below 0.1 mm in size.
Unresolved Issue 6: Is presence of the fine fragments the root cause for steam explosion?
To verify this, several experiments were performed in this study. The melt masses varied from
50 grams to 2500 grams which were poured into a 4.5 litres of water pool to study the
fragmentation behaviour of melt and potential pressure spike due to FCI.

The results obtained from the present study show the following
No pressure spike was observed for melt-to-water ratio less than 0.21, but was observed
when this ratio was increased in subsequent experiments as shown in figure 6.
Debris of sizes ranging from 1 mm to 42 mm porous globular chunks were obtained. Larger
melt-to-water ratio leads to the increase in number of agglomerated debris.
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Figure 6: Dynamic pressure peaks observed in present FCI studies

Presence of pressure spike even in the absence of fine fragments, when studied using

efficiency analysis was performed.
During FCI, thermal energy of melt converts into mechanical energy by developing dynamic
pressure peak (due to steam formation). The ratio of this mechanical energy to the thermal
energy is called as conversion efficiency.
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The conversion efficiencies for all the prior experiments were evaluated and found lying in the
range of 0.3-12.7%, while most of them were close to 0.8%. The duration of their peaks were
lying in the range of 2-200 milliseconds. The conversion efficiencies for the present tests were
also found to be in the range of 0.3 to 0.70%, which is of similar order.
So, using 0.8% as the conversion efficiency and respective durations of pressure spikes, the
mechanical energy imparted in the form of dynamic pressure was estimated for all previous
experiments as presented in Table 1. It was observed that the estimated peak value is close to
that of measured peak value. This explains that the amount of thermal energy converting into
mechanical energy during FCI, is more important deciding factor for steam explosion to occur
compared to the presence of fine fragments. Thus, Conversion efficiency plays the key role in
deciding the steam explosion to occur.
CONCLUSIONS
The present study resolves several scientifically unexplained aspects for coolability of molten
corium which are important for the design of core catchers for advanced nuclear reactors with
bottom flooding.
Influence of decay heat on melt coolability under bottom flooding is insignificant.
Experiments conducted in small scale can be safely extrapolated to larger ones
The influence of melt composition, when both are of same nature, is found to be of
similar coolability behaviour except that the quenching time is different attributed
to strength of the material.
Effect of Geometrical parameters viz. nozzle diameter and inlet pressure, on melt
coolability behaviour is invariably small but they influence the melt quenching time
due to change in mass flow rates.

The porosity formed during melt coolability under bottom flooding is always found
to be more than 50% which is good for debris bed coolability.
A new mechanistic model from the first principle has been developed for the melt
coolability under bottom flooding. The model explains critical physical phenomena
and is found working in concurrence with experimental measurements. It is able to
capture the coolability behaviour of the melt pool with and without decay heat.
Formation for fine fragments during FCI is not the root cause for steam explosion.
Conversion efficiency theory suggests that the amount of thermal energy converting
into mechanical energy, in terms of energy, is more important deciding factor for
steam explosion to occur.
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Chapter 1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1. Importance of nuclear energy
nergy, the prime constituent of the Universe, is also responsible for the
life on Earth. Every form of life, including humans, depends on various
forms of energy for the sustainability and progression of our very
existence. The ability of using extrasomatic energy has made humans the smartest and
given them capability to make life easier and comfortable. Since its inception, humans
have discovered different forms of energy and their resources; and have learnt to
control them for the sustainable purposes in life. The story began long back with the
discovery of fire by the early men millions of years ago. Initially, they were afraid of
it but sooner learnt to control and use it for their protection as well as for cooking and
other fruitful purposes. Discovery of fire and inventions of numerous methods to use
it in modern history and in running machines led mankind to use the true potential of
it. Initial source of fire was by burning woods, later by burning fossil fuels like coal,
petroleum products and various gases. During the industrial revolution, dependency of
humans on machines increased and also the development of medicinal expertise to
fight various diseases, agricultural boom to feed the growing population and the
increased dependency on electricity for better living further increased the energy
demands in all parts of the world. With growing population this demand kept on
increasing and led fossil fuels to deplete rapidly, as shown in Figure 1. Depletion of
fossils fuels at alarming rate and the emission of greenhouse gases influenced policy
makers to look for renewables in their energy mix. Renewables, being scattered source
of energy, were unable to replace or become mainstay of electricity production.

Figure 1: Global electricity demand and projections
As the time progressed the quest for betterment of human life led to further research
and reassurance of safe along with even more sustainable source of energy. Discovery
of radioactivity by the French scientist Henri Becquerel in 1896 and then discovery of
nuclear fission by the German scientist Otto Hahn in 1938, incarnated the era of a new

nuclei becomes unstable by absorbing a neutron and subsequently splits into two or
more lighter nuclei along with a huge amount of energy liberation, as shown in Figure
2. This nuclear energy can be used for several applications, including electricity
generation. Naturally occurring fissile material is Uranium-235 which is found as 0.7%
in natural Uranium and rest is Uranium-238. The fertile Uranium-238 in nuclear
reactors absorbs neutron to produce another fissile material Plutonium-239. Uranium233 is one of the isotope of uranium, which is produced by the neutron absorption of

Thorium-232, is very important fissile material for sustainable nuclear energy. These

substantial amount of fuelwas bombarded with neutrons and fission chain reaction
sustains, huge amount of energy was liberated. This was the clean and condensed
source of energy, which could reduce and even end our dependency on fossils for
electricity production; world was looking for.

Figure 2: Schematic of typical nuclear fission reaction
-made nuclear reactor to understand
sustainable chain reaction and true potential of nuclear energy, known as Chicago Pile1, which went critical on December 2, 1942. Though, the idea in their mind was of

potential of compact and clean form of energy from the constituent elements of matter.
On August 6, 1945, atomic bomb nicknamed "Little Boy" was dropped on the city of
Hiroshima and three days later, on August 9, other bomb nicknamed "Fat Man" fell on
the city of Nagasaki of Japan. These were perhaps the deadliest act and worst impact
of such a clean technology on human minds.

The entire world, at that time, has seen the true potential of this technology. The
scientific community decided not to waste this technology for devastation, rather use

and nuclear energy is indeed a great source of power. The designers and researcher
across the globe at that time understood the responsibility and dedicated themselves
towards unfurling the peaceful use of nuclear technology for the mankind. They began
with the electricity production using nuclear fission to reduce the dependence on
depleting fossil fuels. On June 27, 1954, the USSR's Obninsk Nuclear Power Plant
became the world's first nuclear power plant to generate electricity for a power grid,
and produced around 5 Megawatts of electric power. This was the opening of an era
of nuclear electricity production. In the following years, major countries like USA,
USSR, UK, France and Japan went on producing electricity using nuclear fission. In
most of the developed nations, nuclear power became the part of mainstream electricity
production. Installed nuclear capacity initially rose relatively quickly, rising from less
than 1 GW in 1960 to 100 GW in the late 1970s, and 300 GW in the late 1980s. This
was the golden age for the expansion of nuclear power and related technologies. India

st 4,
1956 built entirely by Indian engineers in a record time of about 15 months. Dr Homi
Bhabha himself conceptualised and
power programme. This long term energy sustainability strategy envisages three stages
viz. Stage-I, II and III.
Stage-I of this strategy deals with the utilization of natural uranium using
PHWRs and other LWRs. Reprocessing of the spent fuel from this stage will

produce plutonium be used in stage-II, which will help in attaining closed fuel
cycle strategy.
Stage-II will utilize plutonium obtained from previous stage in fast breeder
reactors to produce uranium-233 from thorium. This uranium-233 will be used
in stage-III power generation. Prototype Fast Breeder Reactor (PFBR) is one
such reactor, under commissioning at Kalpakkam, which will produce the fuel
for stage-III using the spent fuel of stage-I.
Stage-III will be the self-sustaining power generation stage, as it will use the
uranium-

thorium reserves.

Advanced Heavy Water Reactor (AHWR) is the prime example of such an
innovation.
These three stages will not only produce the clean and environment friendly electricity
but also provide us with various spin off technologies for the numerous medical,
agricultural and industrial applications.
Everything looks pleasing, then where is the concern? Why everyone in this industry
is working towards making reactors even safer?
The answer lies in the brief history of concerns towards nuclear technology.
The journey of concern and fear of radiations were going hand in hand with the
inception of nuclear era itself. The inhuman act of using nuclear technology as weapon
es.
The matter of the fact is that, although the electricity generated by nuclear reactors
was exactly same as generated by any other conventional source such as coal, gas, etc;
society was not able to accept it because of the abhorrent history. With the continual
efforts of the various nuclear agencies, nuclear reactor designers and operators
towards awareness of the benefits of nuclear technology in human life; general public

started changing mind about this friendly yet powerful source of sustainable energy.
Once the society found that it is helping in nation building, they accepted it with
demand of utmost safety. The scientist and engineers all around were working to make
the reactors as safe as achievable. Optimized strategy of defence in depth and multiple
redundant systems are the pillars of such technology. Technological developments
and growing experience in reactor operation led to accept nuclear energy as viable
source of energy.
This sound and peaceful nuclear energy story got a little prick in the year 1979, a
shock in 1986 and a major setback in 2011. These are three major tragic events
associated with nuclear industry which made society to reconsider nuclear as the safe
source of energy. These events were:
Three mile island, USA, 1979
Tchernobyl, Russia, 1986
Fukushima Daiichi, Japan, 2011
They fall under the category of severe accidents. Severe accidents are regarded as the
scenarios where it becomes really challenging to maintain the reactor core in the safe
and cool condition. Such a scenario can be initiated by the human error, natural
calamity or due to collective errors in operation. An accident can turn into severe
accident because of unavailability of various safety and redundant systems. Analyses
of the earlier severe accidents have suggested that situation can become even worse if
it leads to reactor core melt down. The core melt consists of molten fuel and metallic

substance with temperature of the order of 3000 K. It can be relocated to the lower
plenum of the reactor pressure vessel, and upon its failure can relocate in lower
containment cavity. Concrete ablation upon interaction with corium in this condition

may lead to relocation of corium into the ground. This may lead to environment hazard
due to probable ground water contamination. This hypothetical scenario is known as

1.2. Core melt scenario and cooling strategies
Managing corium, as discussed above, is really a great concern while dealing with
severe accident scenario. Due to its high temperature, it is difficult to arrest it within
the desired location and cool it. Its concern grows when water comes into the picture.
There is a potential hazard of vessel breach and reactor pit concrete breach upon
interaction of corium in case of dry conditions (water is absence in lower vessel plenum
or reactor pit). When melt relocates to the bottom of the reactor cavity it forms the melt
pool. In case of wet conditions, when water may be present in the vessel or in the
reactor cavity, there is a potential hazard of steam explosion which may damage
containment walls. This is so because when melt relocates in this scenario it interacts
with water. The dry and wet conditions are shown in Figure 3.

Core

Dry containment scenario

Wet containment scenario

Figure 3: Dry and wet conditions in the reactor containment

Depending on various interactions, scenarios depicted in Figure 4 may occur. The
location of interaction defines the name as in-vessel, where the interaction takes place
within the reactor vessel; and ex-vessel, where the interaction occurs within the
containment but outside the reactor vessel.

Core melt
Steam explosion
Jet fragmentation
Water
Debris

Figure 4: Schematic of two possible melt-water interaction scenarios in a nuclear reactor
Cooling of this corium is utmost important in order to arrest the accident propagation
during severe accident in a nuclear reactor. The coolant or water in case of light water
reactors, has to come in contact with corium directly or indirectly. Considering this,
strategies to cool the melt can be studied by dividing it in following categories as
shown in Figure 5.
Melt coolability using top flooding
This is the simplest possible approach to cool the melt, as shown in Figure 5(a).
The melt pool or melt open surface is flooded with large amount of coolant or

water (for light water reactors). This water keep extracting the heat from the
melt and subsequently cools it down.
Indirect or side cooling of melt
In order to cool the melt by this means, the melt needs to be hold in a vessel
(reactor pressure vessel or core catcher vessel). Then water is circulated around
the vessel which removes the heat from the vessel boundary and subsequently
from the melt, as shown in Figure 5(b). The melt and water d
contact with each other in this technique.
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Figure 5: Different melt cooling strategies
Melt coolability under bottom flooding
The water is injected directly into the melt pool from the bottom of the pool, as
shown in Figure 5(c). Water then boils and form steam which helps in creating
openings within the melt pool; and thus cooling it down quickly. In this
technique, melt solidifies quickly and also breaks in to debris resulting in more
water available for cooling per unit surface area.
On the basis of above discussed strategies of cooling the melt, core catchers are
designed for advanced nuclear reactors. Core catcher is an arrangement where corium

can be contained and cooled for the long duration in a stabilized state. Considering the
type of reactor and severe accident management strategy adopted, different core
catchers have been designed and are discussed in the following section.

1.3. Different core catcher concepts
In order to address these challenges and to ensure safety of people and environment, a
safety system

has been incorporated in the present and future

reactor designs. It is the system which is placed inside the reactor in such a manner
that in the severe accidental scenario; it will retain the corium, quench it and then
sustain the coolability of the debris formed due to corium water interactions.
The concept of core catcher started as early as in early nineties. The idea to retain the
corium melt within the reactor vessel was proposed for the first time by Theofanous[1].
This concept was developed regarding the VVER-440 reactor of the Loviisa NPP in
Finland. Due to complex mechanisms of corium cooling inside the vessel and
uncertainties in the distribution of the steel and oxide components, and, as a
consequence, in the distribution of the heat flux density over the melt-bath boundaries,
made it impossible to introduce the concept of the corium melt retention within the
vessel of a high capacity reactor. This gave rise to ex-vessel corium catcher concept.
Kukhtevich[2]presented the ex-vessel corium catcher for VVER. It consists of a big
crucible which is located in the reactor pit beneath the RPV. In case of a RPV failure
the corium is collected in the crucible which is cooled externally by flooding of the
reactor pit by passive water injection as shown in Figure 6. The crucible is partly filled
with sacrificial material (a mixture of sintered iron oxide and alumina) which melts
and mixes with the corium, thus reducing the enthalpy in the melt and yielding heat
fluxes at the surface of the crucible below the critical heat flux which can be removed
by the external cooling.

Figure 6: Ex-vessel catcher for the VVER(2) vent collector (3) basket with a sacrificial material (4) sectionalized heat exchanger

Figure 7: EPR core catcher concept
A different approach to increase the heat transfer surface is used in the current design
concept of the European Pressurized Reactor (EPR) as outlined by Fischer[3]. As

shown in Figure 7, the corium melt is collected in the reactor pit, conditioned with
sacrificial concrete and subsequently spread onto a large surface (e.g. 170 m 2) of a
special compartment in order to obtain a thin layer that can be cooled by addition of
water from the top.
A different core-catcher concept based on the fragmentation of corium and porosity
formation has been developed at Forschungs Zentrum Karlsruhe(FZK)[4] and was
investigated further within the COMET project[5] [8]. After erosion of a sacrificial
concrete layer, the melt is passively flooded from the bottom by injection of coolant
water. The water is forced up through the melt, the resulting evaporation process of the
coolant water breaks up the melt and creates a porously solidified structure from which
the heat is easily removed. The porous melt is expected to solidify within less than one
hour from onset of flooding, and continuous boiling removes the decay heat from the
permanently flooded corium bed. It uses an array of plastic tubes, embedded in a
horizontal concrete layer which is connected to a water reservoir pressurized by a static
overhead. Water is fed into the melt through the plastic tubes after the melt has eroded
the sacrificial concrete layer on top as shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8: COMET experimental concept of core catcher using bottom flooding water
injection

Hamazaki[9] presented a scheme for mitigating severe accidents in a BWR by
employing core catcher combined with passive containment cooling system. The corecatcher is installed on the bottom floor of the drywell in the containment to arrest and
stabilize the core melt, as shown in Figure 9. The cooling water is supplied from the
suppression pool via passive flooders initially, and from PCCS condensate drain lines
in the long term. After the core catcher flooding, the core melt on it is effectively
cooled by both the overlaying water and the lower cooling channels, and then boiling
in the inclined cooling channels which promotes natural circulation. Thereby, molten
core concrete interaction (MCCI) is excluded.

Figure 9

1.4. Advanced Heavy Water Reactor (AHWR) core catcher
The AHWR is a 300 MWe pressure tube type boiling light water cooled, heavy water
moderated reactor, as shown in Figure 10. The reactor design is based on well proven
water reactor technologies and incorporates a number of passive safety features such
as natural circulation core cooling during start-up, power-raising, rated power
condition and accidental conditions; direct in-bundle injection of light water coolant
during a Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA) from Advanced Accumulators and Gravity
Driven Water Pool by passive means; Core Decay Heat Removal using Isolation
Condensers passively without using any active components such as Emergency
Condensers which are normally used in conventional BWRs; Passive Containment
Cooling System; Passive Containment Isolation System, etc.

Figure 10: Schematic of Advanced Heavy Water Reactor (AHWR)
In fact, the reactor is designed to remove the core decay heat by passive means for a
grace period of seven days during a station blackout situation without significant rise
in the clad temperature. With several passive concepts adopted in the reactor design,

the probability of a Core Damage Frequency (CDF) has been estimated to be as low as
10-7 per year in this reactor.
However, keeping with current international practice for enhancement in all levels of
defence-in-depth, a strategy to build severe accident management scheme in AHWR
has been conceived. In case of very low probable accidents involving core melt, the
accident will be managed by the core catcher as shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11: AHWR Core catcher

It is located at the bottom of the reactor pit below the riser tubes so that, in case of core
melting, corium should directly fall into the core catcher, as shown in Figure 12. It has
adopted the bottom flooding technique to cool the melt pool initially, and then
removing the heat by submerging the entire debris bed into the water pool (formed
after water reaches the top of the melt pool).
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Figure 12: AHWR Core catcher located at the basemat within the containment
Design objective of Core catcher:
Retention of the melt in the cavity
Quenching it within 30 minutes
Stabilize it for substantial period of time
In this kind of core catcher, two scenarios are possible viz. dry conditions and wet
conditions in the core catcher located in containment base mat.
Dry condition: In this kind of scenario, the corium will relocate to the core catcher
and will form a melt pool. This pool needs to be sustained and cooled within the core
catcher for substantial period of time.
Wet condition: In this scenario, it is assumed that water is present in the core catcher
prior to melt arrival. Then, the melt will first interact with water present in the core
catcher and may result in volatile interaction.

These two possible scenarios need to be understood well before using the core catcher
in actual reactor systems. Limited studies in this regard were found in the open
literature and are discussed in the following section.

1.5. Dry conditions: Melt pool coolability
1.5.1. Top flooding
The most convenient accident management strategy is to cool the melt pool by
flooding it from the top. However, the question that arises is to what extent the
water can ingress in the corium melt pool to quench and cool it. There are not
many studies on the phenomena especially in the ex-vessel situation except for
the MACE and the MCCI tests[10] at the Argonne National Laboratory in USA.
Viscosity of the corium increases significantly and its melting point is reduced
due to its interactions with the structural material as well as the concrete. These
can seriously affect the water ingression and hence the coolability of the melt.
A literature review suggests that there are a few efforts on modelling of water
ingression phenomena. Originally, the motivation behind modeling of water
ingression phenomenon did not aim to study the quenching of molten corium
pool during a postulated severe accident condition in a LWR. In fact, models
were developed for simulation of cracking behaviour of hot rocks in geological
reservoirs. In this context, Lister[11] has done pioneering work in modeling the
penetration of water into hot rocks by considering the simplest possible onedimensional model based on the concept of crack front propagation.
Björnsson[12] found that penetration of water into hot rock is the primary
reason for the intense heat release of the sub-glacial Grimsvötn geothermal area.
Jagla and Rojo[13] presented a model to predict the statistical properties of
columnar quasi-hexagonal crack patterns, as observed in the columnar jointing

of basaltic lava flows.
hot but initially solid rock under high pressure condition, recently, Epstein[14]

model for water penetration into initially molten, heat generating rock like
material at low pressure which resembles the water ingression phenomena into
molten corium pool.
As said before, there are a few experimental investigations on quenching
behaviour and water ingression in top flooded molten pool. In the MACE
experimental programme[15], [16]; it was found that a tough crust is formed on
the upper surface of the melt pool during top flooding situation, which was
found to limit the access of the water over layer to the melt pool below the crust.
Post-test examination of the debris of the MACE M3b-test[17] indicated that
the crust thickness was about 10 cm, amounting to 1/2 of the initial mass. After
20 minutes of melt/water heat transfer in M3b-test[18], several independent
sources of data indicate that the crust had anchored to the test section side walls
and the melt separated from the crust. After separation, melt/water heat transfer
rate dropped significantly. Test results from COTELS project[19] indicate that
water ingression through cracks/defects in core material interacting with
concrete can contribute to debris coolability. Water can penetrate into debris at
the sidewalls due to erosion at this interface as well as direct penetration of
water into channels located in the central regions of the debris. However, the
authors did not quantify the relative contributions of water ingression at the
sidewall core/concrete interface versus ingression in the central core material
region to the overall debris coolability. Melt coolability research was also
performed at the Sandia National Laboratory. A series of low temperature

simulant material experiments were conducted by Theofanous et al.[20] at the
University of California, Santa Barbara.

1.5.2. Side cooling
In indirect cooling techniques, the core melt is often collected in an external
vessel containing sacrificial material or contained inside the RPV and the vessel
is then cooled externally by water. This scheme is employed by VVER[21],
ESBWR[22], AP1000[23] and PHWRs[24]. In the EC-FOREVER program,
Sehgal[25] studied the creep behaviour of the lower head of the PWRs.
Coolability of an in-vessel melt pool has been investigated experimentally by
Henry and Dube[26], [27]. The RASPLAV[28] experiments employed prototypical melt of UO2, ZrO2, Zr, heated to more than 2200 °C with cooling of the
vessel with a jacket full of flowing water. Effective-ness of in-vessel cooling
was also studied in ACOPO[29], COPO[30], BALI[31], SIMECO[32] and
LIVE[33]. This particular phenomenon is also important in the context of
PHWRs where, under severe accidents, the molten core falls at the bottom of
the calandria vessel and heat is removed by surrounding vault water through the
calandria vessel. The issues in this type of cooling are the formation of crust at
the melt vessel interface which limits the heat removed by the water by natural
convection and hence the dryout heat flux.

1.5.3. Bottom flooding
In a different kind of cooling strategy of injection of water from the bottom
directly into the melt has proved a significant enhancement in coolability.
COMET experimental series at FZK and ANL[5], [34] [37] demonstrated the
concept of melt coolability using bottom flooding approach. Simulant materials
and corium melts of few kilograms to hundreds of kilograms were used in this

experimental series. The results of this experimental program were able to
demonstrate the enhancement in melt coolability even at actual plant scale.
DECOBI[38] experimental program at Royal Institute of Technology,
Stockholm took further the issue of ex-vessel melt coolability using the bottom
flooding approach. A model to understand the coolability phenomena observed
in COMET experimental series was developed by Paladino[39], [40]. Later,
Widmann[41] studied melt coolability with bottom flooding using nozzles and
porous concrete. In the COMET-H series of experiments, about 650 kg of
corium was cooled at a decay heat flux of 450 kW/m2. Melt and water interfacial
transport phenomena during bottom flooding were experimentally studied by
Cho[42]. They postulated that for any melt height, there would be an upper
bound to the heat removal rate. Paladino[38] and Widmann[41] attempted
modelling of melt coolability under bottom flooding, but their focus was to
predict the porosity of the melts formed during bottom injection and its effect
on coolability. Foit[36] studied the porosity formation as well as quenching of
different melt layers using MEWA code. Lomperski and Farmer[43] carried out
experiments on the basis of COMET concept. They used two nozzles to inject
water, one filled with a porous concrete and the other composite nozzle which
injects both water and non-condensable gas to stabilize the flow and suppress
steam explosions. Kulkarni and Nayak[44] presented a simple yet effective
model for the fracture of crust formed under bottom flooding scenario while
accounting for the thermal stresses acting on the crust.
Kulkarni and Nayak[45] also presented a comparative study of different cooling
strategies for melt coolability, as summarized in Table 1. They observed that
while cooling with top flooding, it took several hours to cool the melt in the

absence of decay heat as the dominant mode of heat transfer was conduction
only. As soon as water came in contact with top melt layer, melt got cooled and
formed the crust which hindered further cooling. This crust subjected to thermal
stresses got fractured leading to further ingression of water and hence cooling
it. This process took long time as melt-water interfacial area is very limited.
Also, during water ingression, there is a possibility of counter current flow
limitation (CCFL) due to steam flowing upward through the fractured cracks in
the curst and water flowing down through same cracks. This may lead to dryout
and hence no coolability situation.
Table 1: Different strategies for melt pool coolability
Melt coolability strategy

Conclusive remarks
Took several hours to cool the melt without decay heat
Water ingression occurred only up to few mm depth

Top flooding

Stable solid crust was formed
Limited heat transfer
Insufficient to quench the molten pool in case of severe accidents
Took long time to cool the melt

Indirect cooling

Crust formed between melt pool and vessel acted as an insulation
Poor heat removal
Steam formation below the melt led to the melt eruption inducing a

Bottom flooding

very high porosity inside the otherwise impervious melt
Quenching of the melt in very short period of time
It took a few minutes to cool the entire melt to room temperature

In case of side cooling, water cools the melt without interaction and lead to crust
formation between melt and vessel. This hinders further heat transfer while
acting as an insulation due to its poor thermal conductivity. Also, the melt
temperature at the centre of the pool remains high for quite a longer duration
and may lead to remelting. Authors also discussed that when water was flooded
directly into the melt from bottom, the removal of heat was quicker as compared

to previously discussed techniques. It took fewer minutes to cool the melt
compared to several hours took by other techniques.

1.5.4. Unresolved issues in dry core catcher scenario with bottom flooding
1.5.4.1.

Influence of decay heat on melt coolability under bottom

flooding
In spite of the above studies, the literature lacks the fundamental
understanding of the effect of decay heat on melt coolability under
bottom flooding.

1.5.4.2.

Scalability of melt coolability tests under bottom flooding
There are international and regulatory concerns with regard to
scalability of experimental results to actual reactor system applications.
Since experiments are conducted at smaller scales compared to actual
scale of the system, extrapolation of their results are always concerns
especially with regard to following aspects.

1.5.4.2.1.

Influence of melt volume
The actual core catcher will deal with tonnes of corium while
experiments are performed with smaller amounts. What will be
the influence of melt volume on melt coolability under bottom
flooding?

1.5.4.2.2.

Influence of melt composition
The corium composition is always subjected to various factors
like the type of fuel, type of structural material, extent of
damage, burn-up, etc. In view of this, most of the tests have been
conducted with different melt simulants. Thus, influence of melt

composition on melt coolability under bottom flooding needs to
be understood.

1.5.4.3.

Effect of geometrical parameters
There are concerns with regard to effects injection velocity on efficacy
of melt coolability with bottom flooding. Injection velocity can be
altered by the geometrical parameters like nozzle diameter and inlet
pressure of water. This concern enhances because, it is extremely
difficult to conduct and repeat experiments with prototypic materials
and prototypic conditions.

1.5.4.4.

Lack of models for melt coolability under bottom flooding
It was found that there is a lack of models in the literature which can
give insights about the phenomenology and can predict the melt
coolability under bottom flooding to a better extent. This is mainly
because of the lack of experimental data available in the open literature,
complexities involved like multiphase multi-component coupled system
and the lack of understanding of actual process.

1.6. Wet conditions: Fuel coolant interaction
1.6.1. Current status and literature review
Steam explosion is one of the volatile phenomena which is a concern during
cooling of molten materials during fuel coolant interaction (FCI). The
introduction of a hot, molten liquid into a volatile coolant, under certain
circumstances, the energy transfer rate can be so rapid and coherent that an
explosion results. This can lead to the formation of shock waves and/or the
production of missiles at later times, during the expansion of coolant vapor that
may endanger surrounding structures. Such explosions can present a hazard in

any industry where there is the potential for the contact between a hot liquid at
a temperature well above saturation temperature of a cold volatile liquid.
The occurrence of steam explosions in nature goes back to the earliest days of
this Earth. No doubt as man began to work with metals he found that the contact
of molten metal with water posed a significant hazard. In the fourteenth century

Canterbury Tales by Geoffrey Chaucer[46], written about 1386 and translated
into modern English by Nevill Coghill.
In case of severe nuclear reactor accidents, the corium, while interacting with
water, may cause an energetic explosion. Such phenomena can occur inside the
reactor vessel during flooding of a degraded core or when molten corium falls
into the lower head filled with water. Similar phenomena may occur outside the
reactor vessel when molten corium is ejected into a flooded reactor cavity or
into the flooded containment after the vessel failure. There is then a risk of
release of radioactive fission products into the environment, which is the reason
that these phenomena have been widely analysed during nuclear safety studies.
A steam explosion is a complex, highly nonlinear, coupled multi-component,
multi-phase, multi-space-scale and multi-time-scale phenomenon encountered
in nuclear safety. This thermal interaction process largely depends on the
hydrodynamic behaviour, such as core melt jet breakup, droplet fragmentation,
stability of vapour film, which can be characterized as interface instability
phenomena.
Steam explosion has been studied intensively for a few decades mainly with a
focus as the premixing phase of energetic steam explosions[47] [51]. They
suggest that the melt undergoes a coarse and fine fragmentation during the

interaction of melt with water. They observed steam explosions with alumina
but not with corium due to difference in fragmentation behaviour. Those works
provided a comprehensive data base for the debris formation and its size
distribution. A series of experiments were carried out at various laboratories
across the globe as reviewed by Corradini[52], [53]and Berthoud[54]. Cho et
al[55] studied the effect of metallic melt on steam explosion behaviour. Similar
program called MISTEE (Micro-Interactions in Steam Explosion Experiments)
was carried out at KTH, Stockholm. The objective of the steam explosion study
at KTH was to develop a basic understanding of micro-interactions in steam
explosion, with a hope to identify mechanisms which may limit the explosivity
of molten corium in a prototypic severe accident scenario with FCI.
Experiments in FARO[47], [49], [56], [56] [58], [58] [60], KROTOS[48],
[48], [58], [58], [61], [62], [62] [64], [64] [68], [68] [71] and TROI[59], [72]
[76], [76], [77], [77] [88] suggested that physical properties of corium (UO2ZrO2 as a binary oxidic material) may have been responsible for its low
explosivity. The evidence is however far from being conclusive, so that
extrapolation of the observed behaviour to reactor scenarios is not possible
without an in-depth understanding. In the ALPHA program[89], [90] initiated
at JAERI (Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute) in Japan; they focussed
their study to investigate better strategy for safe corium cooling. The ALPHA
program suggested that void fraction during premixing plays an important role
in deciding the occurrence of steam explosion. They also observed that steam
explosion was not observed with saturated water. Their conclusive remark was
that the explosive interaction in stratified configuration was less energetic
compared to that in melt drop configuration. The PREMIX (FZK, Germany)

experiments have been performed to study the premixing of sizable amounts of
very hot oxidic melts with water when being released as a jet in a reasonably
characterized way and with full optical access. PREMIX involves the full
physics of the mixing process including jet break-up and melt drop
fragmentation using Alumina melt. KROTOS tests[68] were carried out on
molten alumina and prototypic melts. These tests brought out that, no
spontaneous explosion is possible in case of corium and a trigger was needed.
Also, the effect of coolant temperature was highlighted. The recent study by
Kudinov et al.[91] [95] provided additional information. They performed a
series of experiments with a focus on the fractions of particulate debris and the
agglomerations on the pool bottom as well as the debris size distribution during
FCI.

1.6.2. Unresolved issues in wet core catcher scenario
However, all these studies are unable to explain the conditions for steam
explosion. Moriyama[96] suggested that steam explosion occurs when the fine
fragments i.e. the particles of the order of 0.1 mm in size or below formed during
fragmentation and constitute about 10-50% of debris mass, considering the
history of melt fragmentation in the prior experiments, as shown in Figure 13.

Figure 13: Moriyama's map for steam explosion condition
On the contrary, energetic interaction occurred in the experiments even in the
absence of fine fragments. This raises a question, is the fine fragmentation a
root cause of steam explosion? What is the cause of energetic interactions
occurred in the absence of fine fragments? Does the conversion efficiency play
any role in deciding whether steam explosion will occur or not?

1.7. Objective of thesis
The main objective of this thesis is to address these above stated unresolved issues. All
these unresolved issues are scientifically unknown and they have a key role to play in
understanding the detailed phenomenology and various mechanism of melt coolability.
The findings of these issues will help in design of core catcher for advanced nuclear
reactors.

1.8. Strategy to address these unresolved issues
To address these issues, dedicated experimental programme for melt coolability under
dry conditions and under wet conditions were performed.
To understand the melt coolability under bottom flooding to cool the melt pool formed
during dry core catcher conditions, a series of experiments were conducted to study
the influences decay heat, melt volumes, melt compositions, nozzle diameters and inlet
water velocities on it. Transient melt pool temperatures and porosity were measured.
The test facilities equipped with furnaces, test section assemblies and required
instruments for the measurements of temperature history, inlet water flows and steam
outlet flows were used to conduct these experiments. The measurements obtained from
these experiments were analysed to conclude various inferences.
A new mathematical model has been developed from first principle to understand the
phenomenology of the melt coolability under bottom flooding which considers the heat
transfer in the melt pool, steam formation at the bottom of the melt pool, crust
formation at the bottom of the melt pool and its fracture, melt eruption, porosity
formation and its radial variation using experimentally developed empirical
correlation, interfacial area density depending on experimentally obtained particle
sizes and boiling heat transfer from debris to coolant. The model is able to capture the
coolability behaviour of the melt pool with and without decay heat quite accurately.
The developed new model was validated using the above discussed experimental
measurements.
Similarly, a series of experiments were conducted to understand the effect of fine
fragmentation on steam explosion which may occur during wet conditions in a core
catcher. Dedicated facilities for small and large masses equipped with fast and dynamic
pressure transducers were designed and erected.

1.9. Outline of the thesis
All unresolved issues discussed in this chapter have been addressed in the following
chapters of this thesis.
Chapter 1 discusses the introduction of the thesis providing the necessity for research
on this topic and establishing the background for this work. It also includes the insights
brought out of the literature and states the unresolved issues which will be addressed
in the subsequent chapters of this thesis. In the end, the chapter has been summarised.
Chapter 2 presents the details of all experimental facilities and simulant materials
used for various experiments to address unresolved issues. The first part of the chapter
discusses the details of simulant materials used for various experiments along with
their properties and specifications. The chapter also includes the details of large scale
bottom flooding test facility in which melt coolability experiments with and without
decay heat were conducted. Its design and instrumentation details have been
discussed. Along with that, small scale bottom flooding test facility design and
instrumentation details have also been addressed. In this facility, all the scalability
related experiments have been conducted. It was specifically designed to conduct
experiments by changing several parameters like type of melt, nozzle diameter and
inlet water flow rates which was possible due to its modular design concept. Another
dedicated FCI test facility, to perform melt-water interaction experiments using
different melt volumes, have been discussed in this chapter. Two different kind of
facilities were used viz. small scale with viewing window and large scale for varying
masses. Their instrumentation and necessary design information have been provided
for ready reference. A summary of the chapter is present in the end.
Chapter 3 sequentially discusses the influence of decay heat on melt coolability under
bottom flooding. To address that two experiments were performed viz. without decay

heat and with decay heat, with sodium borosilicate glass melt of about 20 litres. The
temperatures measurements of the experiment without decay heat have been presented
first, and then the measurements with decay heat experiment. Both the results have
been compared to understand the influence of decay heat on melt coolability under
bottom flooding. Their temperature contours and debris profiles have also been
compared and discussed. In the last part, inferences has been discussed as a closure of
the chapter.
Chapter 4 give us the insights on scalability of melt coolability under bottom
flooding. This chapter is basically divided into three sections which deals with the
effect of melt volumes, effect of type of melts and the effect of various geometrical
parameters on coolability. In the first section, results of the experiments with 3 litres
and 20 litres of melt volumes have been discussed and compared to understand the
effects of different melt volumes performed with same material (CaO-B2O3). In the
second part, experiments conducted with two types of simulant melts viz. sodium
borosilicate glass and CaO-B2O3 have been discussed and compared to study their
effects on melt coolability.
Chapter 5 presents the discussion on effects of nozzle diameter and injection pressure
on melt coolability under bottom flooding. Results of all the experiments performed
with three different nozzle diameters i.e. 8 mm, 12 mm and 18 mm; and with two
injection pressures i.e. 0.35 bar(g) and 0.75 bar(g), have been discussed. The
temperatures contours of all these results have also been compared to get the insights
and their influence on melt coolability under bottom flooding. The same have been
summarised in the end of the chapter.
Chapter 6 provides the details on development of a new mechanistic model to
understand melt coolability under bottom flooding in presence of decay heat. In detail

description of model, its applicability, assumptions made and the postulations have
been presented. In the later part, the mathematical model has been structured along
with the necessary boundary conditions. The procedure to solve the equations in order
to obtain temperatures profile of the melt pool has also been mentioned. The predicted
temperatures for with and without decay heat scenarios have been presented and have
also been validated using their respective experimental data. Highlights and inferences
have been summarised in the end.
Chapter 7 brought out the insights of the experiments conducted to understand
whether presence of fine fragments during melt-water interaction, which may occur
in wet conditions of a core catcher, is the root cause for steam explosion. It provides
the systematic study of melt-water interaction conducted using varying mass of
simulant melt from about 50 g to about 2500 g. Dynamic pressure measured in all
these experiments have been presented and the role of conversion efficiency has been
discussed in detail along with the analysis. The chapter has been summarised in the
end with the inferences obtained from this study.
Chapter 8 concludes the entire study and presents the key insights of the thesis.
References included in the thesis have been arranged in the last part of the thesis.

1.10.

Summary

This chapter provides wide introduction and motivation of this research work. It began
with the discussion on the necessity of nuclear power and the concerns associated with
the severe accidents. It further discusses about various core catcher concepts in order
to manage severe accidents in different types of nuclear reactors. The AHWR core
catcher in then mentioned in detail as it is the one to utilise this research directly.
Followed by this is the literature review on melt coolability in dry core catcher
conditions. Various cooling techniques, viz. top flooding, side cooling and bottom

flooding, have been reviewed. Along with this, fuel-coolant interactions have also
been thoroughly reviewed to better understand the concerns during wet core catcher
scenario. Subsequently, the unresolved issues and the objective of the thesis were
brought out and the strategy to address them has been discussed. The outline of the
thesis has also been presented in the last section of this chapter, and the chapter has
been summarized in the end.

Chapter 2.

EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES

2.1. Introduction
Experimental approach, to understand the phenomenology and to address the
unresolved issues towards melt pool coolability and melt-water interaction, is the
mainstay of present research work. In the beginning of this work the scarcity of
experimental measurements was felt in the literature. The proprietary nature and
strategic importance of such experimental data also contributed to unavailability of
such measurements in the literature. Thus, following experiments served prime
importance in the present research work. In order to perform such experiments, stateof-the-art experimental facilities to deal with specific scientific issue were designed
and erected. Details of these facilities are discussed in the following section.

2.2. Simulant materials
The most important component needed to perform the melt coolability experiments
nts using actual corium or prototypic melt (melt
consisting of actual fuel and structural material prepared for corium studies) possess
certain difficulties like radioactivity associated with it, unavailability of such melts,
melting challenges and of course, the cost per experiment is considerably high. Thus,
it was decided to use simulant materials instead. In an actual scenario, when corium
interacts with sacrificial concrete, it behaves as amorphous glass due to presence of
metal oxides and silicates. Thus, oxides with such properties and whose transient heat
transfer behaviour was similar to corium were chosen as the melt for the experiments.
As we all know, transient thermal behaviour between melt and coolant is strongly
dependent on thermal diffusivity of the material, hence, the simulants having thermal
diffusivity close to corium value were selected. Sodium borosilicate glass and the noneutectic mixture of CaO-B2O3 (in ratio of 30:70 respectively by weight) were used as

the simulants, which have been established and tested at KTH, Sweden[38]; and have
also been used by many researchers in the past. Table 2 summarizes the properties of
both simulants used and their comparison with the corium properties; as mentioned by
Paladino et al.[38], and Kulkarni and Nayak[45].
Table 2: Properties of simulant materials
Simulants

CaO-B2O3

Glass

Corium

Composition

30:70 by weight
(Non-eutectic)

Sodium
Borosilicate

UO2 + ZrO3 mixture
(80:20 by weight)

Melting point

977 °C

600-804 °C

2527 °C

Liquidus temperature

1027 °C

890 °C

2577 °C

1530 J kg-1 K-1

750 J kg-1 K-1

410 J kg-1 K-1

5.45 x 10-7 m2 s-1

6.67 x 10-7 m2 s-1

7.45 x 10-7 m2 s-1

Specific heat (Cp)
Thermal

2.3. Large scale bottom flooding test facility
In order to study and understand the melt coolability under bottom flooding technique
at actual reactor system, it was decided to build an engineering scale facility. It
consisted of a cold crucible induction furnace as a melt generator. To account for
relatively poor electrical conductivity of ceramics (simulant materials), induction
melting requires high frequency for efficient heating. For this, a 200 kHz, 350 kW
induction furnace was chosen.

2.3.1. Design details
The schematic of the Large Scale Bottom Flooding Test Facility is shown in
Figure 14. The test section consists of a 300 mm OD carbon steel pipe with 600
mm height. The capacity of test section is about 25 litres corresponding to melt
height of 500 mm. The upper part of the test section has the capacity to contain
a water pool up to 700 mm height.

Figure 14: Schematic of the Large Scale Bottom Flooding Test Facility
At the bottom, a water distributor was provided to inject water to the melt pool.
On the top of it, a plate having six nozzles of different heights was placed. Each
nozzle was a 12 mm diameter SS tube. Water was fed through an overhead tank
under gravity flow. The tank was placed at a height of nearly 15 m from the test
section. An additional safety steam line was provided at the bottom to relieve
the overpressure. Total 24 K-type thermocouples were used to map the
temperatures profile of the melt pool. In addition, inlet water temperatures and
temperature of outgoing steam were also measured by thermocouples in the

upper part of test section. The test section was insulated in lower part using
ceramic wool as shown in Figure 15.

Figure 15: Large Scale Bottom flooding test setup with heaters for decay heat
simulation

2.3.2. Instrumentation
The aim of these experiments is to generate sufficient data to understand the
phenomenology behind the melt coolability under bottom flooding and use this
data further for validation of mathematical model. Hence, adequate process
instrumentation was provided in the facility, which includes:
Temperature measurements: Temperature inside the melt pool was
measured at 8 axial and 3 radial locations using 24 K-type thermocouples
as shown in Figure 16.
Flow rates: DPTs located at inlet and outlet line was used to measure water
inlet and outgoing steam flow rate.

Level transmitter: DPT fitted on the upper part of the test section was used
measure the water level inside the test section.
Pressure measurements: The pressure gauge was used to monitor the gauge
pressure at water inlet. The pressure history inside the test section was
measured and recorded using the pressure transducer.
Data acquisition system: All these measurements are recorded by a 48channel hybrid multivariable recorder with a time span of 1s, which was
installed at an appropriate distance from the test section.

Figure 16: Thermocouples arrangement inside the setup for melt pool temperatures
measurement

In all experiments conducted, the parameters measured and the instruments used
for these measurements have been discussed in Table 3. It also discusses the
uncertainty in the measured results.

Table 3: Accuracy of the measured values
Parameter

Instrument

Temperature

Accuracy

Range

±0.75% of the measured values

0-1200 °C

Pressure

Pressure transducer

±0.35% of the measured values

0-100 bar

Differential
pressure

Differential pressure transmitters

±0.2% of the measured values

0-1500 mmWC

Water level

Differential pressure transmitters

±0.2% of the measured values

0-1000 mmWC

Figure 17: Actual site photograph of Small Scale Bottom Flooding Test Facility

2.4. Small scale bottom flooding test facility
In a large scale facility it is difficult to perform the parametric studies to understand
the effects of nozzle diameter, inlet water velocities, melt eruption, etc. on the
coolability of molten pool with bottom flooding. Thus, a series of small scale
experiments were performed in a dedicated facility specially designed for studying the
effects of various parameters on melt coolability under bottom flooding. Figure 17
shows the actual site photograph of the experimental facility. The facility included a
resistive heating type furnace of power rating 6 kW, 415V and 32A using three phase
power supply; housed within the closed area at upper floor of the facility. On the lower
floor, the test section along with the expansion section was housed within the closed
area. Outside of this closed two floored facility; the data acquisition system, furnace
control system and the water inlet arrangement were placed at a safe distance. Nearby,
an overhead tank was placed at a variable height of 7.5 m (maximum) above the
ground. Steam outlet and safety relief outlet were directed outside of the building.

2.4.1. Design details
Figure 18 shows the schematic of the facility. The facility consists of a furnace
for melting the simulants, a funnel arrangement to direct the melt into the test
section, the test section to receive and cool the melt, input-output piping and
various measuring instruments. The test section consisted of two parts viz.
lower part to hold the melt and upper to allow steam to expand. The upper part
of this test section is made of a DN 150 Sch 160 carbon steel pipe of 500 mm
height. For the outlet of steam, a DN 40 line has been provided. This part was
welded with a SS slide lock arrangement on top for closing the test section after
the melt pouring. The lower part of the test section in which melt was used to
be poured is similar to the upper part except for the internal arrangement of

nozzle to flood the water from bottom. Water used to be injected into the test
section through a DN 15 CS water supply line, provided at the bottom of the
test section. A relief line of DN 15 Sch 80 CS has been provided which is
connected to two diverse parallel lines, one fitted with rupture disc (RD) and
another with a relief valve (RV), as shown in Figure 18.
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Figure 18: Schematic of Small Scale Bottom Flooding Test Facility

2.4.2. Instrumentation
Adequate process instrumentation has been provided in the facility. The
instrumentation for the experiment includes the below mentioned and the
accuracy of the measurements are mentioned in Table 3.
Temperature measurements: Temperatures inside the melt pool were
measured at different locations using 18 K-type thermocouples. They were

arranged radially at central, half radius and near wall locations at 120° to
each other, covering 300 mm melt bed by axially placed at 6 locations, each
at 50 mm height to another; as shown in Figure 19.
Flow rates: DPTs located at inlet and outlet line were used to measure water
inlet and outgoing steam flow rate.
Level transmitter: DPT fitted on the test section was used to measure the
water level inside the test section.
Pressure measurements: The pressure gauge was used to monitor the gauge
pressure at the water inlet.
Data acquisition system: All these measurements are recorded by a 48-channel
hybrid multivariable recorder with a time span of 1s.
Axial thermocouple locations

Radial thermocouple locations
C: Central location
M: Middle or half radius
W: Near wall location
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Figure 19: Thermocouples arrangement inside the test section of Small Scale Bottom
Flooding Test Facility

2.5. FCI test facility
2.5.1. Design details
Experiments were performed in two different set-ups for the small and large
amount of the melt volumes.
The first set-up consisted of a small induction melt generator attached to the test
section. CaO-B2O3 mixture was melted in the induction furnace and was poured
into the test section using specially designed fast acting valve arrangements.
The test section was a steel vessel with transparent observation window. The
test section was of 6 litres water capacity (150mm x 150mm x 300mm) as shown
in Figure 20. It was instrumented with a piezoelectric dynamic pressure
transducer (Make: PCB, model

101A05, S/N 6449) to record the dynamic

pressure within the water pool. To measure the temperatures of water pool, ktype thermocouples were used.
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Figure 20: Test section for conducting small melt volume experiments (schematic)

The second set-up for large melt volumes consisted of the furnace and the test
section of 12 litres water capacity. The melt was generated in the furnace and
poured into the test section. The test section was a steel vessel of 130 mm
diameter and 500 mm height as shown in Figure 21. It was instrumented with a
piezoelectric pressure transducer to record the dynamic pressure and with ktype thermocouples to measure the temperatures within the water pool.
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Figure 21: Test section for large melt volume FCI experiments (schematic)

2.6. Summary
Dedicated experimental programme to address each unresolved issues as discussed in
chapter one, has been developed and experiments are planned in these state-of-the-art
engineering scale facilities. To perform these experiments, simulants materials

(Sodium borosilicate glass and CaO-B2O3) were used which have thermal properties
similar to that of corium.
a) To study the influence of decay heat on melt coolability under bottom flooding,
the experiments were performed with 25 litres of melt in a test section of 500
mm height and 300 mm diameter. The temperatures profile were recorded
using 24 k-type thermocouples arranged in three radial and eight axial
locations.
b) To study the scalability and influence of geometrical parameters on melt
coolability under bottom flooding, small scale test facility was used. It has the
test section of 500 mm height and 130 mm diameter. The temperatures profile
was mapped using 18 k-type thermocouples arranged in three radial and six
axial locations.
c) Fuel-coolant interaction was studied in two separate test sections of capacities
6 litres and 12 litres and both fitted with piezoelectric dynamic pressure
transducers to measure dynamic pressure spike.
Results and insights obtained from these experiments have been discussed in the
following chapter.

Chapter 3.

INFLUENCE OF DECAY HEAT ON MELT

COOLABILITY UNDER BOTTOM FLOODING
3.1. Introduction
In spite of the various studies, the literature lacks the fundamental understanding of the
effect of decay heat on melt coolability. This section presents experimental study on
influence of decay heat on melt coolability under bottom flooding. Two experiments,
i.e. one without decay heat and another with decay heat, were conducted in Large Scale
Bottom Flooding Test Facility as discussed in chapter two. About 20 litres of
borosilicate glass melt at initial temperature of nearly 1200°C was used as melt
simulant in both the cases. To simulate the decay heat, 10 radiative heaters were used
to directly heat the melt pool from outside. In both the cases, water was injected into
the melt pool by using nozzles located at the bottom of the melt pool. The temperatures
profile in both the cases were measured and recorded. Post-test debris were examined
for their sizes and porosities formed during the experiment. The results of the
experiment with decay heat were then compared with the experiment without decay
heat, to understand the influence of decay heat on melt coolability under bottom
flooding.

3.2. Experiment without decay heat
3.2.1. Test facility
This experiment was performed in the large scale test facility as discussed in
section 2.3 of chapter 2. The test section consists of a 300 mm OD carbon steel
pipe with 600 mm height. The capacity of test section is about 25 litres
corresponding to melt height of 500 mm. The upper part of the test section has
the capacity to contain a water pool up to 700 mm height. About 20 litres of

Sodium borosilicate melt at 1200°C was poured into the test section of 500 mm
height and 300 mm diameter as shown in Figure 14.
3.2.2. Operating procedure
Sodium borosilicate glass was first melted in a cold crucible induction furnace.
On account of relatively poor electrical conductivity, induction melting of glass
requires high frequency for efficient heating. For this, a 200 kHz, 350 kW
induction furnace was chosen. The glass was melted and the melt temperature
was raised up to 1200 °C. The experimental setup was placed below the furnace
and the melt was delivered in the test section by opening a solenoid valve below
the furnace. After pouring was completed, the top flange of the test section was
remotely closed which had an automatic locking arrangement. After the flange
was closed, water was flooded from overhead tank by opening the inlet valve.
Water through the nozzles was injected directly into the melt. Water supply was
stopped when the level in the upper part of the test section showed 100% mark.
The transient temperature history inside the melt was recorded till the entire
melt reached room temperature.

3.2.3. Results and discussion
After the water supply was started, within a few seconds, a large amount of
steam was seen coming out of the discharge line. Within few minutes, most of
the thermocouples showed saturation temperature indicating complete
quenching. Water supply was stopped when the level in the upper part of the
test section showed 100% mark. Figure 22 shows the temperatures in the central
region, Figure 23 shows the temperatures in the half radius region and Figure
24 shows temperatures near wall region. It took some more time to cool the melt

near wall region as compared to that in the central region. The average melt
quenching time in this experiments was found to be 93s.
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Figure 22: Measured temperatures at central location
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Figure 23: Measured temperatures at half radius
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Figure 24: Measured temperatures near wall
After the experiment was completed, the section was opened. It was observed
that, the melt was converted into a large porous mass as shown in Figure 25,
which rose to double its initial height. The porous mass had crumbled into debris
at one location. The debris consisted of particle sizes ranging from very fine
particles to 10 mm size chunks.

observed with

thickness ranged from a few microns to a millimetre (marked with arrows on
Figure 25). They covered entire top surface of the debris and can be seen golden
in colour. The measured average porosity was 51%.
The experiment showed that,
With bottom flooding, the steam formation (as shown in Figure 26) and
water backpressure below the melt causes steam eruption through the
melt which induces porosity inside the otherwise impervious melt. Fine
particles formed during the experiment increased the interfacial heat
transfer area by many folds.

Figure 25: Porous mass and debris size in bottom flooding experiment

Subsequently, the heat transfer between melt and water was so rapid and
nearly instantaneous. It took only a few minutes to quench the melt to
room temperature which otherwise took several hours as compared to
top flooding experiments[97].
Figure 22shows the rapid melt quenching in the central melt region
possibly due to an eruption. The measurement at 0 mm is less than
200°C because the thermocouple was placed below the melt within the
porous bed. Being an eruption site, entire melt within this region got
quenched within a few minutes.
Figure 23shows the measurements at half radius inside the test section.
The measurements at heights 400, 450 and 350 mm respectively took a
little longer time to get cooled compared to lower locations.
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Figure 26: Steam flow measurement in without decay heat experiment
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Figure 24 shows the measurements near the inner wall of the test section
during the experiment. Measurements at heights 450, 350, 400, 250 and
150 mm respectively have shown delayed cooling rate (in ascending
order) as compared to the lower ones. This also indicates that the middle
region took longer time as compared to lower and upper part of the melt.
This may be due to the formation of packed debris bed after the eruption
at central location which delayed the further cooling of debris.

3.3. Experiment with decay heat
3.3.1. Test facility
This experiment was also conducted in the same large scale test facility as
discussed in section 2.3 of chapter 2. Similar to previous experiment without
decay heat, about 20 litres of Sodium borosilicate melt at 1200°C was poured
into the test section of 500 mm height and 300 mm diameter as shown in Figure
14. To simulate decay heat 10 radiative heaters of 2kW each were used and put
outside the test section periphery as shown in Figure 15. These heaters imparted
20kW power to simulate the decay heat of 0.5 MW/m3, which is equivalent to
the decay heat considered in the actual reactor scenario when corium reaches
into the core catcher.

3.3.2. Operating procedure
The lower part of the test section was preheated to 550 °C by using the radiative

Sodium borosilicate glass was first melted in the same furnace and the melt
temperature was raised to 1200 °C. The experimental setup was placed below
the furnace and the melt was delivered in the test section by opening a solenoid
valve below the furnace. After pouring was completed, the top flange of the test

section was remotely closed which had an automatic locking arrangement. After
the flange was closed, water was flooded from overhead tank by opening the

injected directly into the melt through the nozzles of 12 mm in diameter, which
were located inside the melt. In this case, it was observed that the melt was
quenched within a few minutes. Water supply and heating were continued till
the temperatures inside the test section reached saturation temperature. The
transient temperature history inside the melt pool was recorded till all
temperatures achieved saturation level.

3.3.3. Results and discussion
Once water supply was fed from the bottom, a lot of steam (as shown in Figure
27) was observed coming out of the steam outlet similar to that without decay
heat simulation.
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Figure 27: Steam flow measurement in the experiment with decay heat

Within a few minutes, most of the temperature measurements inside the melt
pool reached saturation temperature indicating complete quenching. Figure 28
shows the temperatures in the central region. All thermocouples show that the
overall quenching in this region took place within a few minutes. The
measurements at different melt heights showed that the bottom portion was
cooled later as compared to other regions. Figure 29 shows temperatures at the
half radius location. In this case, the mid-height region was found to have
delayed cooling as compared to top and bottom region.
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Figure 28: Measured temperatures at central location of the test section
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Figure 29: Measured temperatures at Half Radius of the test section
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Figure 30: Measured temperatures near inner wall of the test section
Figure 30 shows temperatures near inner wall of the test section. Except for the
two thermocouples, which were below the nozzle opening, all thermocouples

showed a rapid melt quenching. These two measurements imply that they were
outside the eruption zone, and hence cooled by top flooding only; thus delayed
cooling was observed. Also, since decay heat was imparted to it from the sides
of test section walls, this solidified melt took such a long time to get cooled as
the effective heat transfer mode was conduction only. In this case, the melt got
delayed cooling at the bottom as compared to other regions. The average melt
quenching time in this experiments was found to be 96s, which is of similar
order as it was in the earlier case without decay heat.
After the experiment was completed, the section was opened. It was observed
that, the melt was converted into a large porous mass as shown Figure 31, which
was similar to earlier case. However, in this case, the debris formed during the
experiment consists of particles of size ranging from 0.5 to 50 mm sized porous
chunks as shown in Figure 31

[98]

(marked with yellow arrows in Figure 31) were also obtained of diameters
ranging from few microns to 3 mm. Although, these particles were so fragile
that their recovery from the debris was itself challenging. Still, many of them
were recovered. Existence of such particles shows the high shear interaction
between steam and melt. The measured average porosity was 67%. The overall
temperature profile shows that melt erupted on the insertion of water from
bottom, forming the highly porous path for water and steam to pass through.
The quenching was, thus, rapid and nearly instantaneous except for the location
where melt stuck below the nozzle openings. The entire melt reached to the
saturation temperature within 15-20 minutes.

Figure 31: Porous mass and debris size in bottom flooding with Decay heat experiment

3.4. Comparative analysis
Considering water insertion time as the initial time (shown in Figure 32), the quenching
time and debris cooling time under bottom flooding for both with and without decay
heat were calculated.
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Figure 32: Temperature vs. Time characteristics curve for melt coolability under bottom
flooding
The quenching time taken by the melt pool to reach 300°C under bottom flooding for
both with and without decay heat scenarios is found to be nearly similar, as shown in
Figure 33.
Once quenching is done, only porous debris are left to be cooled. The cooling time
taken by the debris to reach saturation temperature under bottom flooding was found
to be more with decay heat as compared to without decay heat, as shown in Figure 34.

Figure 33: Average quenching time taken by the melt pool to reach 300°C temperature under
bottom flooding with and without decay heat

Figure 34: Average cooling time taken by the melt pool to reach saturation temperature
under bottom flooding with and without decay heat

The trend of quenching in both the experiments is almost similar. This behaviour
certainly implies that the quenching of melt takes places due to rapid heat transfer
because of the porous debris formed due to melt eruption.
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Figure 35: Rates of heat removal and decay heat addition during melt quenching
This can be further explained as, during melt eruption debris formed which in turn
substantially increases the interfacial area. Due to high interfacial area, more water is
available per unit of debris surface. Since there is a high temperature difference
between debris temperature and the available water temperature, the boing of water
occurs and thus formed steam takes away the heat within a few minutes. This process
is taking place simultaneously among all debris-water system formed during the melt
eruption. Hence, the rate of decay heat imparted is significantly less than the rate of
heat removal as shown in Figure 35. The initial large peak shows the melt eruption,
which removes significant amount of heat while converting melt into debris.

Thus, these experiments show that decay heat has a role in delaying the cooling of
debris formed but insignificant effect on quenching of the melt pool.

3.4.1. Quench-front Analysis
a) Experiment without decay heat
The temperature contours for without decay heat, were plotted by taking
melt height on y-axis and test section radius on x-axis as shown in Figure
36. Time t=0s was defined when the melt pouring was completed and melt
pool was ready for water insertion. At t=33s, the water was inserted from
the bottom which can be seen in the figure. At t=36s and t=48s, the melt
front appears to move progressively as indicated by quenching. At t=62s,
the melt eruption appears to have started as indicated by sudden quenching
in a localised position. Due to the opening and the porosity created within
the melt, the debris got cooled within a few minutes. At t=651s, almost
entire melt was cooled. Without decay heat, a perfect quench front was
observed during the melt eruption and cooling.
b) Experiment with decay heat
Similar temperature contours were also plotted with decay heat as shown in
Figure 37. At t=0s, melt pouring was completed. The melt was in molten
state due to decay heat supplied to it. At t=243s, the water was inserted from
the bottom. At t=253s, the melt eruption appears to have started at half
radius indicated by rapid quenching. At t=263s and t=283s, progression of
cooling of the melt can easily be observed. This further followed by the
cooling of debris due porosity formed within the melt. At t=1993s, almost
entire melt was cooled. In this scenario, no perfect quench front was
observed during the melt eruption and cooling.

Figure 36: Temperature contour plots for the bottom flooding without decay heat experiment
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Figure 37: Temperature contour plots for the bottom flooding with decay heat experiment

°C

This resulted in intermingling of coolant within the melt and such a rapid
and conjugate heat transfer took place.

3.4.2. Debris comparison
Figure 38 and Figure 39 show the post experiment debris formed without and
with decay heat scenarios. The visual analysis of the debris shows that fine
debris formed without decay heat leading to more packing and hence less

with arrows) were much large in number and were of micron range. Such a fine
hairs like structure proves the strength of eruption was higher without decay
heat. The larger particles sizes with decay heat are also due to the same fact.

3.5. Summary
To understand the influence of decay heat on coolability of molten corium under
bottom flooding, experiments were performed, without decay heat and with decay
heat, using Sodium borosilicate glass under similar initial conditions. To simulate the
decay heat radiative heaters were used to heat the molten pool.
Both the experiments have shown that the quenching of melt occurred nearly at the
same time. Thus it can be concluded that decay heat has insignificant effect on melt
quenching under bottom flooding conditions. However, cooling of debris to reach
saturation temperature took longer time in presence of decay heat compared to stored
heat case.
The quench-front analyses in both the cases showed that the due to steam
pressurisation below the melt, melt erupts to form inverted conical like porous zone.
This was evident in both the cases.

Figure 38: Post experiment debris just after opening the test section without (a) and with (b)
decay heat scenarios, respectively

300 mm]

(a)

(b)

Figure 39: Post experiment debris (a) without decay heat {the golden particles visible are
, and (b) with decay heat scenarios. [Scale: 2 cm = 1 cm actual]

The entire melt was converted into fine and large sized porous debris which enhanced
the coolability. The debris formed had sizes ranging from 0.5 to 50 mm sized porous

confirms the eruption with high shear between melt and resulted steam. The average
porosity was 51% in without decay heat case, while a bit bigger in decay heat case as
measured to be 67%.
Thus, it can be concluded that the quenching characteristics of molten pool does not
depend on decay heat, although stabilization of debris temperatures at saturation take
a bit longer duration as compared to stored heat scenarios. The bottom flooding
technique for melt coolability is the most efficient technique even under actual decay
heat scenario.

Chapter 4.

SCALABILITY

OF

MELT

COOLABILITY

EXPERIMENTS UNDER BOTTOM FLOODING
4.1. Introduction
Study of corium coolability during severe accident scenario becomes difficult due to
the fact that performing experiments with prototypic melt in actual conditions is itself
a concern, because of radioactive nature of the fuel, difficulty in high temperature
melting and of course handling of such melts. Thus, experiments are conducted on
smaller scales and with simulant materials which have similar heat transfer properties
as that of corium. Then arises another concern of scalability of these experiments to
actual reactor scenario due to use of smaller amount of melt (few kg) compared to
several tonnes in reactors, differences in melt composition, geometric factors etc. For
example, in the present case, the issue was whether the results of the experiment
conducted with 20 litres of melt will be applicable to other melt volumes? Whether the
coolability characteristics of the simulant materials like Sodium borosilicate glass and
CaO-B2O3 will be the same? To investigate this a series of tests were conducted in this
chapter at smaller scales and with different simulants, and their results were compared.
Two possible scenarios have been considered to study the scalability of melt
coolability under bottom flooding experiments.
a) The influence of melt volume
The experiments were conducted with two melt volumes viz. 20 litres and 3
litres to understand their effect on melt coolability. These tests were conducted
using same melt of sodium borosilicate glass poured at 1200°C in both the
cases in different dedicated test sections. The melt height in both the cases was
also kept constant at 300 mm. The results of this experiment will help us in
understanding that the results of engineering scale of experiments with few tens

and hundreds of kilograms of melt can be extrapolated to actual reactor
scenario dealing with tonnes of melt.
b) The influence of melt composition
Corium consists of molten fuel and structural material. During core melt
accidents, the corium composition depends on type of fuel and its composition,
and burn-up, structural materials, clad materials, etc. Similarly, there are
several simulant materials which have thermal properties compared to corium
and are used for melt coolability studies, have different composition. To study
this, experiments were performed using two different simulants i.e. Sodium
borosilicate glass and CaO-B2O3 in same test section. The melt volumes, melt
heights and melt temperatures were kept the same in both the experiments. The
results of these experiments will help us in understanding the possibility of
extrapolating the results of simulant materials to corium systems.

4.2. Influence of melt volume
To understand the influence of melt volume on melt coolability under bottom flooding,
experiments were performed with two different melt volumes while keeping the melt
type, melt temperature and melt height same in both the experiments. Both of these
experiments were conducted without decay heat as it has been observed in chapter 3
that decay heat does not influence the melt coolability under bottom flooding. The
experiment discussed in chapter 3 was conducted in an engineering scale test using 20
litres of sodium borosilicate glass. To understand the effect of melt volume, small scale
experiment was conducted with 3 litres of melt and compared. Table 4 below shows
the various parameters of both the experiments. The melt temperature and melt height
was kept more or less same in both the tests.

Table 4: Comparison of small and large scale experiments with glass
Small scale

Large scale
Sodium borosilicate glass

Simulant

3 litres

20 litres

Melt temperature

~1200 °C

~1200 °C

Melt height

300 mm

300 mm

Amount of melt

4.2.1. Details of the test sections
The large scale experiment was performed in the large scale test facility as
discussed in section 2.3 of chapter 2. About 20 litres of Sodium borosilicate
melt at 1200°C was poured into the test section of 500 mm height and 300 mm
diameter as shown in Figure 14.
The small scale experiment was performed in the small scale test facility as
discussed in section 2.4 of chapter 2. The test section consisted of two parts viz.
lower part to hold the melt and upper to allow steam to expand (Figure 18)
similar to the large scale facility. The upper part of this test section is made of
a DN 150 carbon steel pipe of 500 mm height. For the outlet of steam, a DN 40
line has been provided. This part was welded with a SS slide lock arrangement
on top for closing the test section after the melt pouring. The lower part of the
test section in which melt was used to be poured is similar to the upper part
except for the internal arrangement of nozzle to flood the water from bottom.
Water used to be injected into the test section through a DN 15 CS water supply
line, provided at the bottom of the test section.
4.2.2. Experiments conducted
In large scale experiment, when water was inserted into the melt from bottom,
it was found that the melt got quenched quickly within a few minutes in all the
regions. This has been discussed in detail in section 3.2 of chapter 3.

The small scale experiment was repeated with same borosilicate glass melt in
the small test section as discussed above. Sodium borosilicate glass was first
melted in the furnace. The glass was melted and the melt temperature was raised
up to 1200 °C before pouring. The experimental setup was placed below the
furnace and the melt was delivered in the test section by rotating the furnace.
After pouring was completed, the slide lock was remotely closed. Subsequently,
water was flooded from overhead tank by opening the inlet valve. Water through
a 12 mm nozzle was injected directly into the melt. Water supply was stopped
when the level in the upper part of the test section showed 100% mark. The
transient temperature history inside the melt was recorded till the entire melt
reached room temperature.

It was observed that the melt got quenched within a few minutes like in large
scale case as shown in Figure 40. The temperatures in all regions, viz. centre
[Figure 40(a)], half radius [Figure 40(b)] and near wall [Figure 40(c)], got
cooled nearly in same time.
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Figure 40: Temperatures profile of small scale experiment using sodium borosilicate glass

4.2.3. Comparative analysis
It can be observed from Figure 41 that the cooling characteristic of the glass
remained the same in both the experiments.
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Figure 41: Temperatures profile of small scale (upper one) and large scale experiments
(lower one), respectively.

The temperatures within the melt came down to 100°C within a few minutes in
both the cases. The average quenching time was 61s and 93s in small scale and
large scale experiments respectively, which of similar order.
In the large scale experiment, the cooling of melt took place due to the opening
of the nozzle which was located at the half radius in the test section, while it
was at the centre in case of small scale experiment. Due to this the eruption
occurred at the half radius region of the test section and not covering the
maximum possible cone volume. So the melt which was outside this eruption
cone took a bit longer time to get cooled. Hence, the time taken by the large
scale experiment is higher compared to small scale experiments.
Figure 42 shows the debris characteristics in both the experiments. The average
porosity measured in both the experiments were found to be 51%. Debris in

hairs and porous chunks of sizes ranging from a few millimetres to 50
millimetres. Thus, it can be easily stated that the phenomenological behaviour
of both the experiments remained same irrespective of different scale of
experiments. This also proves the effectiveness of bottom flooding technique at
both the scales.

(a)
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Figure 42: Debris of sodium borosilicate glass obtained from (a) Small scale and (b) large
scale experiments.

Figure 43: Quench-front propagation in large scale versus small scale experiments
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4.2.3.1.

Quench-front Analysis
Results show that melt erupted in both scales of experiments almost at
the same time and once melt erupted, it converted the melt into porous
debris and hence they got cooled. Figure 43 shows the quench-front
propagation in both the experiments which are quite similar to each
other.
In case of large scale experiment, water was inserted at T=33s and the
quench-front propagation can be seen at T=36s. At T=62s, the melt
eruption is evident at the centre of the test section as seen from the
contour. Then onwards it cooled as the quench-front propagates further.
Similarly, in case of large scale experiment, the water was inserted at
T=18s. At T=25s, the eruption opening can be seen. From T=28s
onwards, eruption quench-front propagation leading to complete
coolability can be easily observed.
It was found that, in both the cases, once melt erupts forming the porous
zone the quenching of melt occurs quickly within a few minutes.

4.3. Influence of melt composition
4.3.1. Details of the test section
The experiment with two different simulants i.e. sodium borosilicate glass and
CaO-B2O3 were conducted in same test section of 500 mm height and 130 mm
diameter as shown in Figure 18, which is discussed in detail in section 2.4 of
chapter 2. In both the experiments, about 5 kg of melt was used nearly at the
same temperature close to 1200°C. The melt height was also kept constant in
both the cases.

4.3.2. Experiments conducted
One experiment was conducted using 5 kg of sodium borosilicate glass at
1165°C and with a melt height of 300 mm. It was found that all temperatures
come down to saturation within a few minutes as discussed in section 4.2.2 of
this chapter.
This experiment was then repeated using 5 kg of CaO-B2O3 melt at 1160°C and
with a melt height of 300 mm. It was observed that the quenching took longer
time at centre location compared to other regions as shown in Figure 44(b). On
the other hand, the near wall region got cooled very quickly compared to other
regions, as seen in Figure 44(d); and the half radius region cooled in between as
can be seen in Figure 44(f). This is so because the melt eruption occurred near
the wall and hence it got cooled faster than other regions.
The results of both the experiments have been compared in the next section to
understand the influence of melt composition on melt coolability under bottom
flooding.

4.3.3. Comparative analysis
The small scale experiment conducted withCaO-B2O3 was compared with small
scale experiment of glass to study the effect of melt composition on coolability
behaviour.
Table 4: Comparison of Glass vs. CaO-B2O3 experiments
Simulants

Glass

CaO-B2O3
~5 kg

~5 kg

Melt temperature

1165 °C

1160 °C

Melt height

300 mm

300 mm

Amount of melt
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Figure 44: Temperatures profile of glass (left) and CaO-B2O3 experiments
The cooling characteristics of glass and CaO-B2O3 are shown in Figure 44.
Figure 44(a), Figure 44(c) and Figure 44(e) shows the temperature profile of

glass at central, middle and near wall locations respectively. It is clearly visible
that all the temperatures took nearly the same time to come down to saturation
temperature. On the other hand, the temperature profile of CaO-B2O3 as shown
in Figure 44(b), Figure 44 (d) and Figure 44(f) at central, middle and near wall
locations respectively; indicates that the time taken was little more than the glass
case. The time taken by the CaO-B2O3 is higher possible due to the more
strength of the material. Glass being more brittle compared to CaO-B2O3 leads
to quicker debris formation. Overall, the temperatures within the melt came
down to 100°C within a few minutes. The average quenching time was 61s and
122s in glass and CaO-B2O3 experiments respectively.
Figure 45 shows the debris characteristics of glass and CaO-B2O3 simulants.
The average porosity measured for glass and CaO-B2O3 melt were found to be
51% and 50% respectively. Figure 45(a) shows the debris from glass melt
consisted of very fine particles, numer
sizes ranging from a few millimetres to 30 millimetres. However, debris from
CaO-B2O3 melt had fewer fine particles compared to that of glass as shown in
Figure 45(b). Debris of the sizes 5-10 mm were most prominent. They were
highly rough on their surface. The so formed surface was due to the trapping of
water on their surface and subsequently breaking due to conversion of water
into steam and bubble bursting. Then, there were large chunks ranging from 1050 mm in size. They were porous structures formed during the eruption and
contained the internal cavities to make the water and steam flow through them.
The upper layer consisted of chips like structures stating that the melt was
compressed to the sides of the test section while erupting. Also, the thickness of

between melt and surrounding steam was less in CaO-B2O3 case. The debris of
glass were more fragile compared to the of CaO-B2O3 melt. Though, there are
such differences existed in the structures of debris, still the entire melt was
cooled within a few minutes and the porosity measured was of similar order.
Thus, it can be easily stated that the phenomenological behaviour of both the
experiments remained same irrespective of different melt composition.

(a)

(b)

Figure 45: Debris of (a) sodium borosilicate glass and (b) CaO-B2O3 experiments.

4.3.3.1.

Quench-front Analysis
The quench-front propagation of two different melt simulants is shown
in Figure 46. In case of CaO-B2O3, the water was injected at T=15s.

Figure 46: Quench-front propagation for CaO-B2O3 versus Sodium borosilicate glass
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It can be seen that the CaO-B2O3 took a bit longer steam build-up time
before eruption compared to sodium borosilicate glass. This is attributed
to the higher strength of CaO-B2O3 compared to that of glass. At T=47s,
the eruption quench-front can be observed. Also, the eruption in this
case occurred near the wall leading to faster cooling near to wall region
compared to other regions. Once erupted, the melt got cooled due to
debris formation.
In case of sodium borosilicate glass, being brittle in nature, the steam
build-up time before eruption was found to be less. And hence it got
cooled faster compared to CaO-B2O3.

4.4. Summary
To understand the scalability of melt coolability experiments with respect to melt
volume and melt composition, an experimental study has been presented in this
chapter. The following insights are obtained from this investigation.
Experiments performed with borosilicate glass with two different melt volumes
suggest that the melt coolability behaviour under bottom flooding remains more or
less same independent of melt volume. The debris particles sizes and morphology
were also found to be the same in both the cases.
To investigate the effect of melt composition on melt coolability, two different melt
simulant were used i.e. sodium borosilicate glass and CaO-B2O3. The initial
condition of the melt and water injection were kept same in both the cases. It was
observed that the quenching time was higher for CaO-B2O3 compared to
borosilicate glass. This is because glass being brittle converts easily into debris
compared to CaO-B2O3 having higher strength. Once the melt eruption occurs, the
quenching time is found to be almost the same.

The average porosities measured were found to be in the range of 50-60% for all
the cases, which is sufficiently large for cooling any debris bed.
It can thus be concluded that the results from the scaled experiments can be safely
extrapolated to large scale experiments, as well as to reactor conditions.

Chapter 5.

EFFECT

OF

NOZZLE

DIAMETER

AND

INJECTION PRESSURE ON MELT COOLABILITY WITH
BOTTOM FLOODING
5.1. Introduction
In the last chapter we have seen that during the injection of water from bottom of the
melt pool into the melt, the water gets converted to steam and thus pressurises the melt
from bottom; subsequently leading to melt eruption. The phenomenology of melt
eruption and coolability can be affected by geometrical parameters like the diameter
of the nozzle injecting water into the melt pool and the injection pressure. To
investigate this aspect, experiments were conducted to perform parametric studies in
order to understand the effect of nozzle diameter and injection pressure on melt
coolability under bottom flooding.
a) The influence of nozzle diameter
The experiments were conducted with three nozzle diameters viz. 8 mm, 12
mm and 18 mm to understand their effect on melt coolability. These tests were
conducted using same melt of CaO-B2O3 poured at around 1200°C in all the
cases in same test sections. The melt height in all the cases was also kept
constant at about 300 mm.
b) The influence of inlet injection pressure
To study this, experiments were performed at two different injection pressures
i.e. 0.35 bar(g) and 0.75 bar(g) in same test section and in similar initial
conditions. The melt volumes, melt heights and melt temperatures were kept
the same in both the experiments.

5.2. Influence of nozzle diameters
5.2.1. Details of the test sections
These experiments were performed in the small scale test facility as it is difficult
to perform parametric study and repetitive experiments in large scale facility.
Details of small scale test facility have been discussed in section 2.4 of chapter
2. As said before, the test section consisted of two parts viz. lower part to hold
the melt and upper to allow steam to expand (Figure 18). The lower part of the
test section was detachable from the entire set-up and had replaceable nozzle
arrangement to flood the water from bottom. To conduct experiments with three
different nozzle diameters; three of these lower parts each fitted with nozzle of
diameters 8 mm, 12 mm and 18 mm, were used. Water used to be injected into
the test section through a DN 15 CS water supply line, provided at the bottom
of the test section.
5.2.2. Experiments conducted
The experiments were conducted with three nozzle diameters, viz. 8 mm, 12
mm and 18 mm, to study its effect on melt coolability. To perform all these
experiments, CaO-B2O3 was used to be melted in the furnace and poured at
around 1200 °C into the test set-up kept below. After pouring was completed,
the slide lock was remotely closed. Subsequently, water was flooded from
overhead tank by opening the inlet valve. Water through a nozzle of specific
diameter in each case, was injected directly into the melt. Water supply was
stopped when the level in the upper part of the test section showed 100% mark.
The transient temperature history inside the melt was recorded till the entire
melt reached room temperature.

5.2.3. Comparative analysis
The temperatures history of all these experiments show similar trend in melt
cooling as shown in Figure 47. It was observed that the average quenching time
viz. 116s, 77s and 81s respectively for nozzle diameters of 8, 12 and 18 were
nearly of similar order. In case of 8 mm nozzle diameter, the quenching time
was higher compared to other two cases. This can be attributed to the lower inlet
flow rates due to smaller diameter. Figure 47(a), Figure 47(b) and Figure 47(c)
show the temperatures profile for experiment with 8 mm nozzle at central,
middle and near wall locations respectively. It can also be observed that the
temperatures at the central and wall locations came down nearly at the same
time; while at the middle location, the temperatures at 50 and 100 mm took a
bit longer duration probably due to formation of local chunks of solidified melt.
But this situation was for quite a small duration.
Figure 47(d), Figure 47(e) and Figure 47(f) show the temperature profile for
experiment with 12 mm nozzle at central, middle and near wall locations
respectively. It can be seen that the temperatures at the central and middle
locations came down nearly the same time; while near the wall, the temperatures
at 50 and 100 mm took a bit longer time similar to that observed in 8 mm nozzle
case. Figure 47(g), Figure 47(h) and Figure 47(i) show the temperatures profile
for experiment with 18 mm nozzle at central, middle and near wall locations
respectively. The overall results are similar to that observed for 8 mm and 12
mm nozzle cases.

Figure 47: Temperature profiles for three different nozzle diameters at 0.75 bar inlet pressure.
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Figure 48: Effect of nozzle diameters on debris sizes for the experiment at 0.75

The entire melt was converted into porous debris in all the experiments, as
shown in Figure 48. The gross behaviour of the debris was nearly the same. The
measured porosities of the debris are found to be nearly similar in the
experiments and ranged between 50-57%. A range of particle sizes were found.
Small fine particles of size from 3-5 mm were typical from eruption formed
mainly due to surface tension. This suggests that melt gets lifted upward while
interacting with water during the eruption.
Figure 49 shows the variation of average quenching time and average measured
porosity in different experiments conducted at 0.75 bar. It is evident from the
figure that the time taken to quench the melt was least with 12 mm diameter
nozzle and also the porosity measured for this case was the highest. It can thus
be concluded that the melt can be cooled fastest with 12 mm diameter nozzle at
0.75 bar inlet pressure.
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Figure 49: Variation of average quenching time and average porosity with respect to nozzle
diameter at inlet water pressure head of 0.75 bar(g)
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Figure 50: Quench-front propagation for different nozzle diameters.
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5.2.4. Quench-front analysis
The quench-front analysis as shown in Figure 50 indicates that it took longer
time for melt to erupt in case of 8 mm nozzle diameter, which may be attributed
to the lower inlet flow rates due to smaller opening area. The eruption occurred
earliest in the case with 12 mm diameter. However, the difference in the time
of eruption, in case with 12 mm and 18 mm diameters, is insignificant and the
possible reason for the same could be that the mass flow rate at the 18 mm
nozzle opening was higher, compared to 12 mm nozzle, due to larger cross
section. Thus, the build-up time required to convert excess available water into
steam, was a bit higher for 18 mm nozzle resulting in higher quenching time.

5.3. Influence of inlet pressures
5.3.1. Details of the test sections
These experiments were performed in the small scale test facility and its details
have been discussed in section 2.4 of chapter 2. The facility consisted of test
sections connected with inlet water injection arrangement and an overhead tank
(OHT) from which inlet water comes under gravity to the test section inlet
arrangement. To conduct experiments at two injection pressures viz. 0.35 bar
and 0.75 bar, the heights of this OHT were varied to achieve these pressures.
The test section of 500 mm height and 130 diameter was used in both the cases,
and with same nozzle diameter of 12 mm.
5.3.2. Experiments conducted
The experiments were conducted at two inlet water injection pressure, viz. 0.35
bar and 0.75 bar, to study their effect on melt coolability. The same simulant
CaO-B2O3 was used in all these experiments.
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Figure 51: Temperature profiles for two inlet pressures at constant nozzle diameter of 12
mm.
The experiments were conducted with similar initial melt temperatures and
water injection conditions.

5.3.3. Comparative analysis
The temperatures profile of these experiments is shown in Figure 51. Figure
51(a), Figure 51(c) and Figure 51(e) shows the temperatures profile at central,
middle and near wall locations for the experiment at 0.35 bar, respectively. The
temperatures profile of the experiment at 0.75 bar is shown in Figure 51(b),
Figure 51(d) and Figure 51(f) at central, middle and near wall locations
respectively. As expected, the average quenching time was less (61 s) possibly
due to higher flow velocities in case of 0.75 bar and higher (122 s) in 0.35 bar
experiment. It can also be seen from the figure that the temperatures at central
and middle locations, came down instantaneously for 0.75 bar case while there
was a progressive delay in case of 0.35 bar experiment. Overall, the
temperatures within the melt came down to 100°C within a few minutes.
Entire melt was converted into porous debris in all the experiments, as shown
in Figure 52. The gross behaviour of the debris was nearly the same and has
been discussed in earlier section.
The graphs in Figure 53 show that the melt gets cooled faster at higher inlet
pressure for the constant nozzle diameter. Also, the average porosity was higher
at the higher inlet pressure. This can be attributed to the fact that at higher inlet
pressure, the overall pressure required by the steam to overcome the stresses in
the crust and melt pressure head can be achieved faster due to higher mass flow
rates. While it takes more time in case of lower inlet pressure. This condition is
valid while keeping the nozzle diameter constant. Though, the porosities were
found to be of similar order, yet the experiment at higher inlet pressure has
higher measured porosity.

(a) 0.35 bar

(b) 0.75 bar

Figure 52: Effect of inlet velocities on debris sizes for the experiments with 12 mm nozzle
diameter
Considering the minimum quenching time criteria, the combination of 12 mm
nozzle diameter at 0.75 bar(g) inlet water pressure is most suitable for achieving
quicker coolability of molten pool when flooded with water from bottom.
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Figure 53: Variation of average quenching time and average porosity with respect to inlet
pressure at 12 mm nozzle diameter

5.4. Quench-front Analysis
Figure 54 shows the quench-front analysis to understand the effect of inlet water
pressure on melt coolability under bottom flooding.
In case of the experiment with 0.35 bar injection pressure, it is evident from the figure
that the steam build-up time (T=0s to T=35s) required to erupt the melt was higher.
After the eruption, it took nearly a minute to cool the melt. In case of higher injection
pressure case with 0.75 bar, the steam build-up time (T=0s to T=20s) was smaller
compared to lower injection pressure case. The melt erupted within a few seconds of
water injection and got cooled.
Due to this, melt erupted a bit late in low injection pressure case resulting in higher
melt quenching time. Once erupted, both of them took nearly the same time to cool the
melt.

Figure 54: Quench-front propagation for different inlet pressures
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Hence, it can be concluded that the effect of nozzle diameter and injection pressure on
melt coolability behaviour is invariably small but they influence the melt quenching
time due to change in mass flow rates.

5.5. Summary
Experimental studies have been conducted to study the effect of nozzle diameters and
inlet pressure on the coolability of molten pool under bottom flooding.
It has been observed that the overall melt pool coolability behaviour under bottom
flooding remains unaffected by any parameter. However, there is a certain effect of
each parameter on time required for cooling the molten pool.
In the experiment with 8 mm nozzle diameter, the quenching time was higher
compared to experiments with 12 mm and 18 mm nozzle diameters for same inlet
pressure. This is because of the low flow rates available due to smaller nozzle
diameter. However, the melt quenching time was found minimum for 12 mm
diameter nozzle at 0.75 bar inlet pressure.
For the given nozzle diameter, the average quenching time was less for higher inlet
pressure.
The average porosities measured were found to be in the range of 50-60% for all
the cases, which is sufficiently large for cooling any debris bed.
It can thus be concluded that the molten pool can be cooled within a few minutes under
bottom flooding and the average quenching time can be optimized by selecting suitable
combinations of physical and geometrical parameters.

Chapter 6.

DEVELOPMENT

OF

MATHEMATICAL

MODEL TO SIMULATE MELT COOLABILITY UNDER
BOTTOM FLOODING
6.1. Introduction of the model
The series of experiments on melt coolability with bottom flooding revealed that steam
build-up below the melt is primarily responsible for melt eruption which forms an
inverted cone of porous debris. It was also observed that the porosity within this cone
varies radially. On the basis of these findings, a mathematical model has been
developed from first principle to simulate the phenomenology of the melt coolability
under bottom flooding. In the model, the average particle size has been used from the
experimental measurements as it is very difficult to model debris formation with a
distribution of particle sizes formed during the melt eruption. Empirical correlation
developed for the radial variation in porosity has been plugged into the model.

6.2. Model Development
6.2.1. Limitations of Existing Model
There are not much information available in open literature about modelling the
complex behaviour of melt coolability under bottom flooding. Kulkarni and
Nayak[44] were probably the first to develop a simple model to study the
transient coolability of melt pool under bottom flooding. This simple
mathematical model was based on the model proposed by Paladino et al.[38],
and was validated against the DECOBI experimental data. It assumes that
vertical porous channels form with uniform porosity in the melt pool when
water is injected through the nozzle from the bottom of the melt pool; the
diameters of the channels are of the same order of magnitude as the nozzle

diameter. The assumptions worked reasonably well for the small scale
experiment of DECOBI wherein the melt height was 50 mm only and no decay
heat was present in the melt pool. This model was subsequently used to predict
the melt coolability under bottom flooding in another facility with molten glass
as melt simulant having a pool height of 300 mm, but without decay heat. The
temperature predictions were found closer to the experimental measurements.
However, the model had the following limitations:
a) In the model of Kulkarni and Nayak[44], it was assumed that the melt
eruption forms the vertical porous channels with uniform porosity
throughout this eruption zone, as shown in Figure 55. One of the important
limitations was the unaccountability of heat sink. The heat transfer from
porous debris to coolant was considered to be by convection only and no
phase change was considered. However, boiling heat transfer is substantial.

Figure 55: Melt coolability model by Kulkarni and Nayak (2013)

b) In the present experiments, a porous eruption cone was observed instead of
vertical porous channels. Also, it was observed that the porosity follows the
radial variation in the eruption zone unlike uniform porosity assumed in the
model of Kulkarni and Nayak[44]. Measurements of porosity show that the
variation was radially decreasing within the eruption zone, as shown in
Figure 56.
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Figure 56: Variation in porosity along the radius of the porous zone within the
test section
Due to this variation in porosity, the melt coolability also varies along the radius
of the eruption zone. It was observed that the cooling rate was much faster at
the centre of the eruption site as compared to that at the wall of the eruption
zone.

6.2.2. Postulations
Considering the above discussed factors and the inferences of experiments, the
model was postulated in the present work. The basic postulates of this model
are as follows, and depicted pictorially in Figure 57.

When water is flooded into the melt through nozzles it interacts with water
and cools down while forming a thin crust (Figure 57(a)).
This crust starts growing further upon addition of water (Figure 57(b)).
Due to intense heat transfer, steam forms and expands below the crust and
exerts pressure on it in all directions.
The crust is now subjected to stresses
Steam pressure on one side
Hydrostatic head of the melt pool on the other side
Thermal stresses generated due to temperature gradient across the
thickness
When the total stresses exceed fracture stress, numerous fine cracks occurs
on the crust surface due to brittle nature of the material, which acts as the
eruption locations (Figure 57(c)).
The principal conical eruption occurs along with numerous secondary
eruptions. This inverted cone shaped porous zone
Figure 57(d)).
These eruptions convert melt into debris due to intense shear between upflowing steam and the melt. The cones formed act as the passage for cooling
fluids.
The porosity within these eruption zones varies spatially.
Boling heat transfer occurs between the melt and the cooling fluids in this
eruption cone which is quite significant and rapid.
These result in significant enhancement in melt coolability.

Figure 57: Melt coolability under bottom flooding with decay heat, the eruption model

6.2.3. Model Assumptions
Modelling of melt coolability under bottom flooding is a challenging and
complex phenomena. It involves multi-physics, multicomponent and
multiphase which are difficult to model from first principles. In order to deal
with such a situation, following assumptions were made:
a) In the melt pool, dominant mode of heat transfer is conduction due to
the assumption that melt is near to the saturation (liquidus) condition
having high viscosity.
b) In the porous zone, the mean particle diameter to calculate interfacial
area is taken from experiments while assuming that all debris particles
maintain the spherical symmetry of that particular diameter.
c) The steam generated at the time of melt eruption is superheated.

d) In the porous zone; within a unit volume, porous medium completely
transfers the heat to the cooling fluid passing through it. This acts a heat
sink for the system.
e) Heat transfer coefficient, h, is evaluated from the surface temperature
based on heat transfer regime (boiling heat transfer here).
f) Local thermal non-equilibrium has been considered in the porous zone.
However, convective boundary condition has been used at porous-solid
cone interface.

6.2.4. Description of Model
6.2.4.1.

Governing equations for molten pool
Once the melt pool is formed in the ex-vessel severe accident scenario,
conduction is the dominating mode of heat transfer. The transient two
dimensional axi-symmetric heat conduction equation for the melt pool
can be written as the following,
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In the crust layer also, similar heat conduction equation is obeyed,
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Where,
is the melt density,
Cp is the specific heat capacity of the melt,
k is the thermal conductivity of melt

The boundary conditions for the above equations are given in Figure 58.
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Figure 58: Boundary conditions for melt (upper) and crust layer (lower).

6.2.4.2.

Eruption Model
Once the water comes in contact with the melt, it cools the melt and a
lot of steam is formed below the melt. As a result a thin crust is formed
due to cooling of the melt above the nozzle outlet. This crust is then
subjected to various stresses as shown in Figure 59. The melt pool exerts
hydrostatic head on the top of the crust while at the bottom of it, steam
pressurizes it.
This pressure developed is calculated using the equation of state,

Where,
p is the steam pressure
The specific volume of the steam is obtained as,

Where,
Vp is the volume of the porous zone
The mass of steam generated in the a given time is obtained from

Where,
t is the time
The rate of vaporisation is calculated as,

Where,
v is the velocity of steam
A is the area of cross section
hin is inlet enthalpy
hfs is liquid saturation enthalpy
hfg is latent heat of vaporisation
Tmelt is melt temperature
Tsat is saturation temperature

Where,
bed permeability
µ is dynamic viscosity
In addition to this, the top edge of the crust is at melting temperature
whereas; the bottom end is at much lower water temperature. This exerts
thermal as well as mechanical stresses to the crust.

Melt hydrostatic head
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Figure 59: Stresses in the crust.
The bending stresses on the circular plate type crust as a result of
clamped edges are given as (Timoshenko,[99])

b

( p r2)
0.75
tcr2
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Where,
p is the pressure of steam
r is the radius
tcr is the crust thickness
The thermal stresses as a result of temperature gradient are given as

th

T E
2(1 )

)

Where,
T is the temperature

Since the total strain is additive and the material, being brittle, remains
in elastic region, hence, we can add the individual stresses to obtain the
total maximum stress acting on the crust as

tot

th

)

b

The crust will break if the total stress exceeds the strength of the crust
i.e.
tot

)

max

Now, the crust fracture at numerous sites which become the eruption
location on the surface of the crust. The principal eruption (Ê) is
favoured in the central region due to cumulative axial momentum.
Along with this principal eruption, a series of secondary eruptions (Ê1,
ions of the crust. This, within
no time converts the entire melt pool into the porous debris. These
eruptions form porous conical zone in their respective directions. Using
Bursik[100] model, we can write mass continuity for the principal
eruption as:
)
Where,
rerup is radius of eruption
erup

is density of eruption

verup is velocity of eruption
st

is density of steam

vst is velocity of steam
Mi is the mass flux of debris of size
fraction i within eruption zone
h is melt height

The right hand side of the equation (12) represents the mass flux of
steam entrainment and the mass flux of debris, respectively. The radius
of eruption varies as the function eruption cone angle and is given as,
13)
Where,

The principal eruption cone angle can be evaluated using the simple
correlation given by Abramovich[101] using the jet mixing theory
assuming that the eruption of melt acts as an inverted jet spray. Thus,
the cone angle is given as,
14)
Where,
m

is melt density

st

is steam density

Using Barsotti[102] model, we can calculate

Where,

wi is settling velocity of a debris the given
size class

And the conservation of momentum for the principal melt eruption zone
can be written as follows,

16)

Where,
g is the acceleration due to gravity
The two terms on the right hand side of the equation (16) are related to
acceleration due to gravity and the segregation of particles, respectively.
The eruption density used throughout comprises the mass fraction of
debris and vapour at atmospheric temperature. The mass fraction of
liquid has been neglected for the sake of simplicity as the temperature
difference is so large that the steam will be in superheated regime at the
time of eruption.
7)

erup

is the density of the mixture

comprised of vapours and melt debris.
Along with the principal eruption, the series of secondary eruption
taking place can also be evaluated using the same philosophy as of the
principal eruption.

And, the total momentum (vector sum) due to these eruptions =
1

2

n.

The number of secondary eruption locations on the crust surface can be
[103] modified Critical Taylor Wavelength

formula. The average density of eruption locations per unit area of the
crust surface can be given as

1

8)

2

Where,

is the spacing between the

eruption locations given by
2

mc
m

st

9)

g
mc

is the surface tension between

melt and steam.
Once the melt is erupted, the melt pool is considered to be made of two
zones, mainly porous zone and non-porous zone.

6.2.4.3.

Equation in porous zone:
Energy balance equation for the porous zone can be written as below
(20)
This equation includes the decay heat term,

, and the heat sink term,

, considering that a unit volume of porous medium completely
transfers the heat to the cooling fluid passing through it, as shown in
Figure 60.

Heat sink considered
Which is Substantial

Figure 60: Philosophy of boiling heat transfer in the present model

The interfacial area density is obtained from porosity and the particle
diameter within heat sink (as shown in Figure 60 above), dp is,
21)
Where,

dp is particle diameter
The heat transfer from solid to fluid acts as a heat sink term,
22)
Where,
h is heat transfer coefficient evaluated from
surface temperature based on heat transfer regime
i.e. film boiling or nucleate boiling.
[104] model is used and for
nucleate boiling Rohsenow[105] correlation is used.

As observed in the experiments, porosity varies as a function of radius
of the porous zone,

. The correlation for the radial porosity

variation has been deduced from the test data and is given by
23)
Where,
r is the radius of porous zone
The model predicts the temperatures in the melt pool by modifying the
initial domain and governing equations by using effective properties as
24)

Similar to equation (24), other properties like thermal conductivity, k eff,

and specific heat capacity, Cp, are modified.

The equation for porous medium is modified as

25)

The effective properties are volume averaged in the bed. With boundary
conditions as
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Figure 61: Modified boundary conditions for solid region
For the solid region, the boundary conditions are modified as shown in
Figure 61. In addition to top and bottom, now the span of the solid zone
has reduced and additional convective boundary condition at one side

has been introduced which makes it coolable from two dimensions. As
a result, the overall coolability is greatly enhanced.

6.3. Solution Procedure
The governing equations in melt pool and solid crust region are discretized using finite
difference method and solved implicitly using Gauss-Siedel iterative method to obtain
temperature distribution in the melt pool. After evaluating the temperatures, the crust
growth rate is calculated and subsequently the thickness of the solid crust region is
updated. After the temperature distribution has been obtained, the stresses are
calculated. With the stresses, the fracture conditions are evaluated. When the crust
breaks, it is considered to be a porous zone with experimentally observed porosity and
calculated number of eruption sites and diameter of eruption sites are calculated. After
that, the domain is modified and the equations for porous zone and solid zones are
recalculated using modified governing equations using similar technique.

6.4. Results and Discussion
The model has been applied to the large scale melt coolability experiments with and
without decay heat simulation as described in chapter 3. The initial conditions of the
melt were considered to be the same as in the experiment just before water was
injected. Water injection pressure in the nozzle was also kept the same in the model.
The predicted and measured melt temperatures during quenching have been compared
and discussed below.

6.4.1. Case I: Decay heat scenario
The variation in melt pool temperatures at the central region of the melt pool is
shown in Figure 62. Both, numerical prediction and experimental measurements
follow the same trend and are in good agreement with each other.
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Figure 62: Modeled vis-à-vis measured temperatures at central location of the test
section (with decay heat)
The melt pool temperatures variation at half radius region is shown in Figure
63. This is the region of highest porosity and implies to be the eruption site both
numerically and experimentally. Due to the highest porosity in this region, there
is sharp fall of temperatures. After the sharp fall in the experimental
temperature, there is a rise in temperature due to the steady state water inlet flow
rate which equals to the rate of steam formation. This has been modeled by
changing the boundary condition as sink temperature, i.e. Tinf = Tsat (water
saturation temperature). Hence, there is a jump in temperature. The plot shows
a good agreement in prediction and experimental measurements.

Figure 64 shows the variation in melt pool temperatures near wall region. The
porosity was found to be the least in this region and hence the fall of
temperatures was slower than other regions.
In this particular region near the wall, the model predictions are slightly away
due to the reason that the model considers the debris particles of particular
diameters while in actual scenario larger chunks are present in this region
because it is away from eruption zone. Also, the effective properties i.e. thermal
conductivity (keff

eff)

and specific heat (Cpeff) have been considered

and they all are function of porosity which is difficult to estimate accurately in
this region. Thus, model over predicts the temperature variations in this region
and hence the gap is seen.
The model predictions in this region too are following the experimental trend.
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Figure 63: Modeled vis-à-vis measured temperatures at Half Radius of the test
section (with decay heat)
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Figure 64: Modeled vis-à-vis measured temperatures near inner wall of the test
section (with decay heat)

6.4.2. Case II: Without decay heat scenario
This model was also used to predict the temperature variation in the absence of
decay heat. This also was compared with the experimental measurements of the
experiment conducted for melt coolability under bottom flooding without decay
heat.
Figure 65 shows the variation in melt pool temperatures at the central region.
Principal melt eruption occurred at this location in the experiment, so there is a
sharp dip in this graph as discussed earlier as well. Present model changes the
boundary condition as sink temperature, i.e. T inf = Tsat (water saturation
temperature) to capture this. Both, numerical prediction and experimental
measurements follow the same trend and are in good agreement with each other.
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Figure 65: Modeled vis-à-vis measured temperatures at central location of the test

section (without decay heat)
The variation in melt pool temperatures at the half radius region is shown Figure
66. Numerical prediction follows the similar trend as the experimental
measurements.
The porosity in the region near to the inner wall is lower compared to other
regions. This leads to slower fall of temperatures in near wall region as shown
in Figure 67. The model predictions in this region as well follow the
experimental trend.
In all the cases discussed, the model predictions follow the similar trend as of
experimental measurements. However, they are not exact recreations of the
measured data. This is because of the various assumptions used to model the
phenomenology.
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Figure 66: Modeled vis-à-vis measured temperatures at Half Radius of the test
section (without decay heat)
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Figure 67: Modeled vis-à-vis measured temperatures near inner wall of the test
section (without decay heat)

6.5. Summary
A numerical model has been developed to simulate and better understand the melt
coolability under bottom flooding with decay heat. The model postulates the formation of
crust below the melt pool when water is being inserted from the bottom. The model predicts
the failure of this crust due to various stresses, resulting in the inverted cone shaped melt

The key inferences obtained from these experimental measurements and numerical
predictions are as follows:
The melt eruption model is able to capture the formation of inverted conical shaped
porous zone.
The radial variation in porosity follows the below mentioned empirical relation
within the eruption zone.

The heat transfer between melt and the cooling fluid is through boiling. Accounting
the heat sink term in the energy balance equation predicts better estimates of melt
pool temperature variations.
It has been observed both numerically and experimentally, that the quenching of the
melt takes place within a few seconds and the cooling of the debris also achieved
within a few minutes under bottom flooding even in the presence of decay heat.
It can thus be concluded that the present model is able to capture the phenomenology of melt
eruption and the melt coolability under bottom flooding with and without decay heat
simulation.

Chapter 7.

MELT

COOLABILITY

DURING

WET

CONDITIONS IN A CORE CATCHER: FUEL COOLANT
INTERACTION
7.1. Introduction
In a nuclear reactor, water may present in the reactor containment due to various
possible reasons like leakage accidents, etc. During severe accidents involving core
melting, the corium may relocate into the containment and may interact with this
already present water. This situation is regarded as wet containment or wet core catcher
(in case water is present in the core catcher) condition. This interaction of corium with
the coolant water present in the containment is generally termed as fuel-coolant
interaction (FCI). After Fukushima Daiichi accident, it is clear that the structural
integrity of containment during such accidents has to be maintained[106].There is a
concern that due to FCI, steam explosions may occur, which may threat the integrity
of containment due to dynamic pressure loads. Thus, phenomenology of steam
explosion should be understood and should be avoided to occur so as to minimize its
consequences.
Steam explosion[107] [109] occurs when rapid and coherent heat transfer between the
melt and coolant occurs. It progresses in four distinct phases as described:
1. Premixing phase
In this phase, the melt and coolant interact and undergo fragmentation owing
to the hydrodynamic forces which results from Rayleigh-Taylor and KelvinHelmholtz instabilities of the system. Due to high melt temperature, a vapour
blanket insulates the melt from water and hinders subsequent heat transfer. This

meta-stable state is usually referred as the premixing phase, as shown in Figure
68(a).
2. Triggering phase
The event which destabilizes the vapour blanket such that the melt and coolant
comes in contact is called as trigger. Due to this vapour film collapses; there is
a rapid heat transfer and rapid rise in pressure in some local region. Film
destabilization may occur due to external pressure pulse resulting from impact
of melt on bottom of the tank or vessel, thermal film destabilization, and
coolant entrapment within the melt. This stage is called as the triggering phase,
as shown in Figure 68(b).

Figure 68: Steam explosion and its phases of occurrence

3. Propagation phase
In favourable circumstances, the pressure pulse from previous phase can
escalate further vapour film collapse leading to further heat transfer and rapid
pressure rise. This propagating pressure pulse collapses the vapour blankets
around the melt fragments present in the premixture, causing coherent energy
release and further fragmentation of melt. This results in intense heat transfer
from the melt to coolant. This process is known as the propagation phase as
shown in Figure 68(c).
4. Expansion phase
Further swelling of high pressure mixture behind the propagation front against
the inertial constraints imposed by the surroundings leads to the potential to
cause damage to any surrounding structures. This phase is generally called as
the expansion phase, as shown in Figure 68(d).
Steam explosion has been studied intensively for a few decades, as discussed in section
1.6.1 of chapter 1. In the literature, several experiments have been performed with
simulants as well as with prototypic materials to evaluate the resulting pressure rise
due to FCI and melt fragmentation behaviour. In all these studies, tests have been
performed using simulant melts from a few grams to nearly 100 kg which were poured
into varying amount of water to study this behaviour. In some cases, steam explosion
occurred while in others it did not. However, all these studies are unable to explain the
conditions for steam explosion. Moriyama[96] suggested that steam explosion occurs
when the fine fragments i.e. the particles of the order of 0.1mm in size or below formed
during fragmentation and constitute about 10-50% on debris mass considering the
history of melt fragmentation in the prior experiments, as shown in Figure 13. This
raised a question, that, whether the presence of fine fragmentation is the root cause of

steam explosion? To investigate this, a series of experiments were performed by us to
study the fragmentation behaviour of ceramic oxides in water and the effects of meltto-water ratio on it. All these experiments were performed in two different facilities.
In the following sections, results and insights from the experiments have been
discussed.

7.2. Experiments conducted
Experiments were conducted using the CaO-B2O3 melt with varying masses, i.e. 50g,
500g, 700g, 1000g, 2000g and 2300g, poured into the water pool of 4.5 litres.

7.2.1. Test section details
Two different test set-ups were used to conduct experiments with different melt
masses. These experimental set-ups are discussed in detail in section 2.5 of
chapter 2. Experiment with 50g of melt was performed in the small scale test
set-up. The melt generated using induction furnace was poured into the test
section of 6 litres water capacity (150mm x 150mm x 300mm) as shown in
Figure 20. Experiments with higher melt masses were performed in the large
scale set-up. Its test section was having 12 litres capacity made of a steel vessel
of 130 mm diameter and 500 mm height as shown in Figure 21. Both these setups were instrumented with piezoelectric dynamic pressure transducers to
measure the dynamic pressure peak within the water pool. These transducers
were connected to a computer based fast acting data acquisition system, which
was used to record the dynamic pressure history.

7.2.2. Operating procedures
The water pool of 4.5 litres was maintained at about 300 K temperature in all
the experiments. CaO-B2O3 was used to be melted in the furnace and poured
into the test section once temperature close to 1200°C was reached. About 50 g

to 2500 g of varying melt mass was poured into the water pool in different set
of experiments to understand the influence of melt-to-water ratio on FCI. Just
before pouring, the fast data acquisition to record dynamic pressure was
activated. After the experiment, the debris were brought out of the test section
for analysis and related studies.

7.3. Results and discussions
7.3.1. Melt-to-water Ratio of 0.011 (Melt mass = 50 g; water mass = 4500 g)
About 50g of CaO-B2O3 was melted and heated up to1500 °C so as to ensure
that the mixture is completely melted and having sufficient super-heat before
pouring.
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Figure 69: Visuals from high speed shooting of FCI
The molten simulant was then poured into the test section having the water pool
as shown in Figure 69. It can be seen from the figure that the melt interacts with
water at 1.55s. The bright light covering the entire face of test section was the
heat coming out of the steam formed upon FCI. It seems that huge energetic
interaction occurred, water was also seen sloshing within the test section; but
no energetic pressure spike was measured. No dynamic pressure peak was
observed in this case, as shown in Figure 70.
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Figure 70: Dynamic pressure peak versus time curve for M/W ratio=0.011
After opening the test section, fine particulate and porous globular debris were
obtained as shown in Figure 71. The debris mainly constituted large porous
globular structure and some fine crystals (formed mainly because of crushing
of surfaces of larger debris). Such globular debris may have been formed due to
ballooning effect caused by the generated steam while interacting with molten
material. This also has led to the formation of porosity within these debris. Due
to this ballooning effect, there is an increase in area of melt-water contact from
both sides (inside and outside walls of globular debris), and hence rapid heat
transfer from melt to the water. The debris were so fragile that most of them
were breaking even while handled softly, and contributed to fine particulates.
To further analyse the debris, microscopic analysis was performed as shown in
Figure 72, which shows the morphology and particulate diameters. It is clearly
visible that along with the porous and globular debris, some fine solid round
particles were also present.

Figure 71: Fine particulate and porous globular debris of small volume experiment
(Scale: 1cm of image = 2 cm of actual size)

X20

10 mm

Figure 72: Microscopic analysis of debris from small melt volume experiment

(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 73: Microscopic analysis of fine particulate of small melt volume experiment (Scale: 1
cm = 8 mm)
However, the diameter of these solid round particles were close to 0.5-1 mm.
Figure 73 presents the enlarged images of fine particulates in different regions
of the petri-dish they were kept in. This figure contains small strands known as
(marked with an arrow in the figure), observed during the

and steam formed during the interaction.

Size Distribution of Debris
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Figure 74: Debris particle size distribution of small melt volume experiment

The size distribution of the globules is shown in Figure 74. It was observed that
porous globule sizes ranging from 1.5 mm diameter to 23 mm diameter were
observed, most of them lie in between 2 mm to 9 mm diameter.

7.3.2. Melt-to-water Ratio of 0.11 (Melt mass = 515 g; water mass = 4500 g)
In this case, about 515 g of CaO-B2O3was melted and heated nearly up to 1200
°C and was poured into 4.5 litres of water pool. No dynamic pressure peak was
observed in this case, shown in Figure 75.
The debris obtained after opening the test section were analysed. Porous
globular debris of sizes ranging from a few mm to 25 mm were obtained; along
with long thread like structures formed due to shear between melt and steam
Figure 76). Most prominent range of
particles was observed between 5 to 15 mm as shown in Figure 77.
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Figure 75: Dynamic pressure peak versus time curve for M/W ratio=0.11

Figure 76: Debris obtained from experiment with M/W=0.11

Figure 77: Debris particle size distribution of experiment with M/W=0.11

7.3.3. Melt-to-water Ratio of 0.16 (Melt mass = 710 g; water mass = 4500 g)
About 710 g of CaO-B2O3 was melted and heated nearly up to 1200 °C and was
poured into similar 4.5 litres of water pool. No dynamic pressure peak was
observed in this case, shown in Figure 78.
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Figure 78: Dynamic pressure peak versus time curve for M/W ratio=0.16
The debris obtained in this case were porous globular of sizes ranging from a
few mm to 38 mm; along with long thread like structures formed due to high
Figure 79). Most prominent
range of particles was observed between 5 to 20 mm, as shown in Figure 80.

Figure 79: Debris obtained from experiment with M/W=0.16

Figure 80: Debris particle size distribution of experiment with M/W=0.16

7.3.4. Melt-to-water Ratio of 0.21 (Melt mass = 925 g; water mass = 4500 g)
About 925 g of CaO-B2O3 was melted and heated nearly up to 1200 °C and was
poured into similar 4.5 litres of water pool. Dynamic pressure peak of 506 kPa

was observed in this case, shown in Figure 81. This peak has two parts, positive
and negative, which aroused mainly due to compression and rarefaction of the
pressure wave. This is discussed in detail in the last section of this article.

Figure 81: Dynamic pressure peak versus time curve for M/W ratio=0.21

The debris obtained in this case were porous globular debris of sizes ranging
Figure 82. Number
of agglomerated debris was more in this case. Most prominent range of particles
was observed between 5 to 20 mm.

Figure 82: Debris obtained from experiment with M/W=0.21

7.3.5. Melt-to-water Ratio of 0.41 (Melt mass = 1846 g; water mass = 4500 g)
About 1846 g of CaO-B2O3 was melted and heated nearly up to 1200 °C and
was poured into similar 4.5 litres of water pool. Dynamic pressure peak of 467
kPa was observed in this case, shown in Figure 83. Behaviour of the peak was
similar to the previous case.
Mostly porous globular debris of sizes ranging from a few mm to 42 mm were
obtained as shown in Figure 84. Most prominent range of particles was observed
between 5 to 30 mm.

Figure 83: Dynamic pressure peak versus time curve for M/W ratio=0.41

Figure 84: Debris obtained from experiment with M/W=0.41

7.3.6. Melt-to-water Ratio of 0.51 (Melt mass = 2285 g; water mass = 4500 g)
About 2285 g of CaO-B2O3 was melted and heated nearly up to 1200 °C and
was poured into similar 4.5 litres of water pool. Dynamic pressure peak of 510
kPa was observed in this case, shown in Figure 85; with the similar behaviour
as it was in previous case.
Porous globular debris of sizes ranging from a few mm to 42 mm were obtained
as shown in Figure 86. Most prominent range of particles was observed between
5 to 20 mm.

Figure 85: Dynamic pressure peak versus time curve for M/W ratio=0.51

Figure 86: Debris obtained from experiment with M/W=0.51
The results obtained from the presented study show the following
Sudden pressure spike was observed for the melt-to-water ratio greater
than 0.21.
Larger melt-to-water ratio leads to the increase in number of
agglomerated debris.

7.4. Role of conversion efficiency
It was observed that large pressure spikes occurred in the cases with larger melt-towater ratio, even though fine fragments were absent in these cases. If we consider the
conclusion

[96] fine fragmentation theory saying that fine

fragments present during FCI leads to steam explosion; the pressure spikes observed
in the present study were found unexplainable as fine fragments were not present in
this case. When our
results of the present study are lying in the no explosion zone as shown in Figure 87.
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Figure 87: Analysis of present experiments using Moriyama's theory

Since the fragmentation theory could not explain the pressure spike observed during
the FCI, we have attempted to explain the physics using the concept of conversion
efficiency.
Sehgal[106] has explained the conversion efficiency as the ratio of the mechanical
energy output to the total thermal energy content of the molten mass mixed with water
at t

To evaluate the mechanical energy imparted by the dynamic pressure wave, the wave
power was evaluated. In a medium, the wave power is given by Landau and
Lifshitz[110] as

27)
Where,
A is the area of the surface;
p is the pressure of the peak;
is the mass density of medium;
c is the sound velocity in the medium;
is the angle between the direction of propagation of the
wave and the normal to the surface (it is 0° here).
This power was then converted into the total mechanical energy output by dividing it
by the duration of the peak in all cases. Evaluation of the ratio of mechanical energy
over total thermal energy gives the conversion efficiency.
The conversion efficiencies for all the prior experiments were calculated from the
literature and were found lying in the range of 0.3-12.7% (Table 5 and Table 6),and
most of them were close to 0.8%. The duration of their peaks were lying in the range
of 2-200 milliseconds. The conversion efficiencies for our tests were also found to be
in the range of 0.3 to 0.70%, which is of similar order (Table 7).

Table 5: Conversion efficiencies for Alumina melt as given in the KROTOS literature
Melt
mass

Melt
Temperature

Thermal
energy
Ethermal

Water
volume

Mechanical
Energy
Epressure

Conversion
efficiency

Kg

K

kJ

l

kJ

%

1.

1.522

2665

5040.0

34

95.3

1.52

2.

1.47

3073

5707.4

34.6

60.1

0.87

3.

1.539

2465

4665.3

34.6

109.1

2.13

4.

1.5

2625

4883.1

34.6

76.8

12.7

5.

1.5

2673

4983.9

33.2

153.2

2.48

6.

1.47

2688

4915.1

34

46.1

2.41

S. No

Explosion

Yes

Table 6: Conversion efficiencies of ZrO2 and corium melts as given in TROI literature
Melt
mass

Melt
Temperature

Thermal
energy
Ethermal

Water
volume

Pressure
peak

Peak
duration

Mechanical
Energy
Epressure

Conversion
efficiency

Kg

K

kJ

l

kPa

s

kJ

%

1.

5

>3373

12524.5

~ 280

1000

0.02

11084.2

0.885

2.

4.2

>3373

10520.6

~ 280

2100

0.0025

8942.5

0.85

3.

2.9

3373

7264.2

~ 280

900

0.008

3588.5

0.494

4.

8.4

3800

16614.0

~ 280

1000

0.02

11081.5

0.667

5.

7.7

2600

10008.9

~ 280

7000

0.02

90470.7

9.039*

6.

6.5

3000

9918.1

~ 280

800

0.02

7418.7

0.748

S.No

Explosion

Yes

*this was a triggered explosion

Table 7: Conversion efficiencies for the present tests
S.No

Melt
mass

Melt
Temperature

Thermal
Energy

Water
volume

Water
height

Pressure
peak

Ethermal

Mechanical
Energy

Conversion
efficiency

Explosion

Epressure

kg

K

kJ

l

m

kPa

kJ

%

1.

0.925

1409

1982.2

4.5

0.27

506

13.1

0.7

2.

1.846

1407

3955.9

4.5

0.27

467

13.1

0.33

3.

2.285

1399

4896.7

4.5

0.27

510

13.0

0.3

Yes

So, using 0.8% as the conversion efficiency and respective peak durations, the
mechanical energy imparted in the form of dynamic pressure peak was estimated for
all previous experiments and presented in Table 8. It was observed that the estimated
peak value is close to that of measured peak value. This explains that the amount of
thermal energy converting into mechanical energy, is more important deciding factor
for steam explosion to occur compared to the presence of fine fragments.

7.5. Role of thermal cavitation in explaining steam explosion
As discussed above, during the fuel coolant interaction, the thermal energy of the melt
gets dissipated locally into the water pool, which forms a large bubble locally. This
leads to thermal cavitation (Brennen[111]).

14

6.5

7.7

13

Corium

8.4

12

4.2

4

2.9

5

1

5

1.47

49

ZrO2

1.5

1.5

44

43

1.539

42

Alumina

1.47

40

1.885

2.285

1.522

Sodium
Borosilicate
Glass

38

9

8

1.846

CaO-B2O3

7

K

kg

3000

2600

3800

3373

>3373

>3373

2688

2673

2625

2465

3073

2665

1406

1399

1407

1409

Melt
Temperature

Melt
mass

0.925

Melt

5

Expt

9918.1

10008.9

16614.0

7264.3

10520.7

12524.6

4915.1

4983.9

4883.1

4665.3

5707.4

5040.0

1856.7

4896.8

3956.0

1982.3

kJ

Ethermal

Energy
IN

Obtaining Pressure Peak From Conversion Ratio

34

33.2

34.6

34.6

34.6

34

4.5

4.5

4.5

4.5

l

Water
volume

0.67

0.67

0.67

0.67

0.67

0.67

1.1

1.1

1.1

1.1

1.1

1.1

0.27

0.27

0.27

0.27

m

Water
height

0.65

0.65

0.65

0.65

0.65

0.65

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.13

0.13

0.13

0.13

m

Test
section
Diameter

1.37

1.37

1.37

1.37

1.37

1.37

0.691

0.691

0.691

0.691

0.691

0.691

0.11

0.11

0.11

0.11

m2

Area

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.8

%

Conversio
n efficiency

Table 8: Analysis of various experimental studies performed so far using conversion efficiency theory

BARC

KROTOS

TROI

7934.5

8007.2

13291.2

5811.4

8416.5

10019.7

3932.1

3987.1

3906.5

3732.3

4565.9

4032.0

1485.4

3917.4

3164.8

1585.8

kJ

Epressure

Mech
Energy

656

659*

849

888

1911

737

919

925

916

895

990

930

447

459

413

462

kPa

Estimated
Pressure
peak

Yes

Yes

Yes

800

7000*

1000

900

2100

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

510

510

467

506

kPa

Measured
Pressure
peak

*Triggered explosion

Pressure
Spike

Explosion

At the interaction surface between steam and water, the steam gets trapped (may be
due to pressure exerted by the water or due to localized condensation at this interface).
Thus, the bubble formed here is not a perfect vacuum but a region with relatively low
steam pressure. This kind of low pressure bubble in a liquid begins to collapse due to
the higher pressure of the surrounding water. As this bubble collapses, the vapour
pressure increases within it. The bubble eventually collapses to a minute fraction of its
original size, at which point the steam within dissipates energy into the surrounding
liquid via a rather violent mechanism which releases a significant amount of energy in
the form of an acoustic shock wave. This phenomenon occurs within the fractions of a
second. The shock wave or dynamic pressure peak obtained due to bubble collapse has
a typical nature and contains two parts, positive and negative (Brennen[111]). Once
bubble collapses, it gives rise to the positive part of the peak representing the shock to
walls of the vessel (bubble compresses until the pressure inside it is higher than outside
of its boundary and then explodes leading to compression of the surrounding water).
After the collapse, the surrounding water re-settles (rarefaction of the surrounding
water) to occupy the volume held by the bubble, which contributes to the negative part
of the peak. Peak of similar kinds were also obtained in the present experiments. Thus,
steam explosion is caused by the formation and collapse of vapour bubble formed due
to local deposition of thermal energy by the melt into the water. The conversion
efficiency plays a key role in deciding the size of the bubble formed and hence the
occurrence of steam explosion.
This phenomenology also explains the case that presence of metals in the melt
increases the probability of steam explosion compared to that of oxidic melts. Metals
have higher thermal conductivity compared to oxidic materials. Due to this, metallic
melts transfer their thermal energies nearly instantaneously to the water and thus

forming the bubble quickly. Oxidic melts take longer time to transfer their thermal
energies due to low conductivity. In case, the density of the material is very high (like
corium), then it will reach to the bottom of the vessel before conducting its thermal
ener
water.
It may also be noted that the studies conducted so far are lacking to capture
(photographically) the formation and collapse of this bubble, formed due to thermal
cavitation, may be due to lower temporal resolution in voided environment.

7.6. Summary
The phenomenology of fuel-coolant interaction has been studied to investigate the
cause and the condition for steam explosion to occur. Several experiments have been
performed and analysed to find out the root cause of the steam explosion. Following
are the key findings of the present study:
Keeping the water volume constant and varying melt amount i.e. with increase in
melt-to-water ratio, after a threshold a mild steam explosion occurred.
In all the experiments, the debris found were globular and larger in sizes (ranged
between a few mm to 42 mm agglomerations) which could not be explained by the
fact that fine fragments are needed for steam explosion to occur.
Conversion efficiency analysis has shown that steam explosion could occur even
in the absence of fine fragments. This is so because of the significant transfer of
thermal energy which helps in formation of bubble.
Conversion efficiency plays the key role in deciding the pressure spike occurred
during FCI.
Thermal cavitation gives us much clear picture of steam explosion phenomenology
and it could also explain various associated phenomena.

It can thus be concluded that fine fragmentation is not the root cause for the steam
explosion. It is necessary to investigate further in the direction of thermal cavitation
phenomenology to understand steam explosion at fundamental state. Role of
conversion efficiency is profound in deciding the pressure spike observed during steam
explosion and this phenomenology can be used to estimate the safety margins for the
systems involving possible melt-water interactions.

Chapter 8.

CONCLUSIONS

The present study is focused to resolve several scientifically unexplained aspects of
molten corium coolability which are important for the design of core catchers for
advanced nuclear reactors. The physics behind melt coolability for dry and wet
conditions of the core catcher has been brought out. Detailed phenomenology of melt
coolability under bottom flooding and the influences of various parameters were
determined. Insights on root cause of steam explosion which may occur during fuelcoolant interaction in case of wet conditions of core catcher has been brought out. The
main conclusions drawn out from the study are as follows:

8.1. Influence of decay heat on melt coolability under bottom flooding
To understand the influence of decay heat on coolability of molten corium under
bottom flooding, experiments were performed, without decay heat and with decay heat,
using Sodium borosilicate glass as the stimulant material under similar initial
conditions. To simulate the decay heat radiative heaters were used to heat the molten
pool.
These experiments resulted in following insights.
Without decay heat, the quenching of melt lasted for very short period of time. The
entire melt was converted into fine debris which resulted in early stabilization of
all temperatures up to saturation level and further to ambient temperature. A porous
bed of 51% porosity and particle sizes ranging from very fine particles to 10 mm
size chunks was obtained which resulted in rapid heat transfer. Along with them,
a millimetre
were found in the debris. Presence of such particles validates the high shear
between melt and generated steam as a results of an eruption.

Results with decay heat simulation surprisingly showed that the quenching of the
melt in this scenario took almost similar time as that in stored heat case (i.e. no
decay heat). The entire melt was converted into fine and large sized porous debris
which enhanced the coolability. However, the debris formed of sizes ranging from

these fine strands of debris confirms the eruption with high shear between melt and
resulted steam. The average porosity was to be much higher than the stored heat
case and was measured as 67%. Although, it took little more time for all
temperatures to reach saturation due to presence of decay heat.
Thus, it can be concluded that the quenching characteristics of molten material with
bottom flooding does not depend on decay heat, although stabilization of debris
temperatures at saturation take longer duration as compared to stored heat scenarios.
The bottom flooding technique for melt coolability is the most efficient technique even
under actual decay heat scenario and can be effectively utilized for advanced core
catcher designs.

8.2. Scalability of melt coolability under bottom flooding phenomena
To understand the scalability of melt coolability experiments, several experiments
were conducted to understand the following aspects:
(a) Influence of melt volume
Experiment was conducted with 20 litre of sodium borosilicate glass and
then was repeated with 3 litre of the same melt.
(b) Influence of melt composition
Experiment was conducted with 5 kg of sodium borosilicate glass and then
was repeated with same amount of CaO-B2O3 melt.

Following are the key insights of these experiments.
Experiments performed with two different melt volumes having almost same melt
heights, suggest that the average quenching time remains more or less same. The
debris particles sizes and morphology were also found to be the same in both the
cases. Hence, it can be concluded that the results of the experiments with small
melt volumes can be safely extrapolated to the experiments with large volumes of
melt.
The quenching time was higher for CaO-B2O3 compared to borosilicate glass. This
difference in quenching time is attributed to more strength of CaO-B2O3 compared
to that of borosilicate glass. Thus, the time taken by the CaO-B2O3 to erupt was
more compared that to glass; but once the melt erupts and get converted to debris,
it gets cooled within a few minutes. Hence, the coolability behaviour is not much
affected by the debris structures.
The porosity measured in all these cases was in the range of 50-60%.
Thus, it can be concluded that the the stimulant material having strength closer to the
prototype should have similar melt coolability behaviour under bottom flooding.

8.3. Influence of nozzle diameter and injection pressure on melt coolability under
bottom flooding
To understand the influence of geometric and operating parameters on melt coolability
with bottom flooding, experiments have been performed by varying the nozzle
diameter and inlet injection pressure. It has been observed that the overall coolability
behaviour under bottom flooding remains unaffected by any of these parameters.
However, there is a certain effect of each parameter on time required for cooling the
molten pool.

In the experiment with 8 mm nozzle diameter, the quenching time was higher
compared to experiments with 12 mm and 18 mm nozzle diameters for same inlet
pressure. This is because of the low flow rates available due to smaller nozzle
diameter. However, the melt quenching time was found minimum for 12 mm
diameter nozzle at 0.75 bar inlet pressure.
For the given nozzle diameter, the average quenching time was less for higher inlet
pressure.
The average porosities measured were found to be in the range of 50-60% for all
the cases, which is sufficiently large for cooling any debris bed.
It can thus be concluded that any molten pool can be cooled within a few minutes under
bottom flooding and the average quenching time can be optimized by selecting suitable
combinations of physical and geometrical parameters.

8.4. Development of model to understand melt coolability under bottom flooding
Since there were no models available for simulation of this complex phenomenon, a
new numerical model has been developed from first principle to simulate the melt
coolability under bottom flooding with decay heat. The model postulates the formation
of crust below the melt pool when water is being inserted from the bottom. The model
predicts the failure of this crust due to various stresses, resulting in the inverted cone

variation in porosity. The key inferences obtained from these experimental
measurements and numerical predictions are as follows:
The melt eruption model is able to capture the formation of inverted conical shaped
porous zone.

The radial variation in porosity follows the below mentioned empirical relation
within the eruption zone.

The heat transfer between melt and the cooling fluid is through boiling. Accounting
the heat sink term in the energy balance equation predicts better estimates of melt
pool temperature variations.
It have been observed both numerically and experimentally, that the quenching of
the melt takes place within a few seconds and the cooling of the debris also
achieved within a few minutes under bottom flooding even in the presence of decay
heat.
It can thus be concluded that presented model is able to capture the physics of melt
eruption during the coolability under bottom flooding with decay heat simulation. This
model can be used for the estimation of actual reactor scenarios and the duration of
melt pool cooling can be well predicted.

8.5. Melt coolability during wet conditions in a core catcher: fuel coolant interaction
The phenomenology of steam explosion has been studied to investigate the cause and
the condition for its occurrence. Several experiments have been performed and
analysed to find out the root cause of the steam explosion. Following are the key
findings of the present study:
Keeping the water volume constant and varying melt amount i.e. with increase in
melt-to-water ratio, after a threshold steam explosion occurred.
In all the experiments, the debris found were globular and larger in sizes (ranged
between a few mm to 42 mm agglomerations) which could not be explained by the
fact that fine fragments are needed for steam explosion to occur.

Conversion efficiency analysis has shown that steam explosion could occur even
in the absence of fine fragments. This is so because of the significant transfer of
thermal energy which helps in formation of bubble.
Conversion efficiency plays the key role in deciding the pressure spike occurred
during FCI.
Thermal cavitation gives us much clear picture of steam explosion phenomenology
and it could also explain various associated phenomena.
It can thus be concluded that fine fragmentation is not the root cause for the steam explosion.
It is necessary to investigate further in the direction of thermal cavitation phenomenology to
understand steam explosion at fundamental state. Role of conversion efficiency is profound in
deciding the pressure spike observed during steam explosion and this phenomenology can be
used to estimate the safety margins for the systems involving possible melt-water interactions.

8.6. Lessons learnt, Recommendations and Future work
In the present work, the phenomenology of melt coolability under bottom flooding has
been established. More than 30 experiments have been performed to understand the
repeatability, scalability of melt volume and melt composition, effect of geometrical
parameters and influence of decay heat using different corium simulants (CaO-B2O3
and Sodium borosilicate glass). It was found that a large amount of melt can be cooled
in a very short time.
However, the question arises whether these results are applicable to actual core catcher
on reactor scale?
In the experiments performed in 130 mm and 300 mm diameter test sections, it was
observed that the eruption diameter was 300 mm achieved using a single nozzle.
In the core catcher on reactor scale, numerous nozzles each placed with pitch less
than 300 mm should be used to cover the entire core catcher area. In this scenario,

each segment with single nozzle will be similar to the present experiments. The
above distribution function will then definitely remain valid for this and thus on
reactor scale.
As shown by the results on scalability of melt volume, the coolability behaviour
remains similar when the melt volume is increased. This indicates that it will also
remain same on reactor scale and the results from experiments can be safely
extrapolated to reactor scale. In order to do that, on reactor scale, the core catcher
will not be the single volume entity; rather, it will be the combination of multiple
small volume units. For example, if 100 tonnes of corium is to be cooled in a core
catcher on reactor scale. Then, considering 8000 kgm-3(approx.) as its density, the
total melt volume to be cooled is around 12,500 litres. In the experiments, 20 litres
of melt has been cooled using single nozzle. Thus, using at least 625 nozzles, entire
corium can be cooled as stated by the experimental results. Hence, even for several
meters of core catcher diameter, the results can be safely used. The same is true for
the model as well.
To gain such a confidence for actual nuclear reactor application, it is necessary to
investigate further on following aspects:
In terms of technological development, the strength of melt coolability under bottom
flooding could become its limitation.
Due to faster melt cooling rate, it generates a lot of steam which could pressurise
the containment of a reactor.
Due to presence of metals in corium, hydrogen generation is an issue. In presence
of steam, it may lead to hydrogen explosion in the containment.

In scientific terms, the phenomenology has been understood for limited melt
parameters i.e. for fixed melt height and melt temperature.
It is necessary to validate the phenomenology at higher melt temperature, higher
melt heights and also for high density melts.
It is also recommended to validate multi-nozzle system using multi-volume
approach so as to become more confident of using the bottom flooding technique
on reactor scale.
Study of thermal cavitation approach for better understanding of fuel-coolant
interaction phenomenology.
Also, occurrence of stratified steam explosion at elevated melt temperature due to
large temperature difference in case of bottom flooding needs to be investigated.
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